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1. Executive Summary
The interim report on link observation visits draws on the information and observations from
telephone interviews and visits with half of the Advanced Schools identified in the Living Schools Lab
project.
The report focuses on the case studies being developed following the visits to the first 6 countries
(Phase one: UK, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Norway and Italy). It must be emphasised that at this
stage, this is primarily an observation report to record the findings from the phase one visits. It includes
an initial analysis to feed into: i) phase 2 observation visits; ii) LSL network schools and in particular to
the development of the LSL CPD course. The full analysis and recommendations on the mainstreaming
of best practice will be developed further in year two.
The first phase case studies included in the main body of the report will be expanded during year two
of the project with the help of the National Coordinator in each country. It is planned that these case
studies will also be supported by short videos. The table below highlights the common strands
observed across the countries visited.
This body of knowledge will be added to the findings and recommendations related to mainstreaming;
these will be captured during the phase two visits to the remaining project partner countries (Cyprus,
Belgium, Portugal, Ireland, Austria and Lithuania) that are taking place between November 2013
through to February 2014. This work will feed into task 5.3 in WP5 involving the development of a new
Continuing Professional Development Course that includes lessons learned from the schools about
how to mainstream best practice and develop a whole school approach to ICT implementation and
use.
There is a wealth of ideas enclosed to help with sharing practice. The ideas can be taken at varying
levels – classroom, school, national, and pan-European. These are discussed in each case study and
developed in section 4: Findings and Recommendations. The report includes the observation blog
which records key reflections and insights following each of the visits to the Advanced Schools. The
blog is widely disseminated through the LSL website (http://lsl.eun.org) where it attracts a growing
following (over 800 views for some postings). The blog extracts are included in the appendix.
The final report will also draw on the conversations and presentations that form part of the National
Focus Groups that, on the whole, take part alongside the Advanced School visits. These discussions will
be used to further develop the national case studies with the assistance of the National Coordinators
and be supported by the videos developed in year two of the project.
Throughout the case studies, a common set of questions have been used to guide the reader; these
have primarily been linked to the main areas within the application form for Advanced Schools and
also to the topics in both the telephone interviews and also the Link Observation Visit interviews. In
the following table the key aspects have been summarised to show the common strands within the
first phase Link Observation Visits.
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National Case Study
Outline Framework

Common strands observed across phase
one countries visited

What are the most significant
changes with regard to the use
of ICT in schools during the last
decade?

 Every teacher should have their own computer (CZ, UK,
Norway)
 The internet /connectivity– access to the internet in every
classroom
 Digital Projectors – it is now accepted that teachers will have
access to digital projectors. Teachers benefit from being able
to project digital resources to the whole class on a larger
screen.
 Use of interactive whiteboards is now widespread
 Access to a learning platform at a national level, but also at
school level so that materials can be organised for everyone
to access
 Ratio of technology to students has risen
 Mobile devices; 1:1 devices are increasing
 Change in Curriculum to include the use of ICT across all
subjects, as well as the subject of Information technology.
 Collaboration with other schools, including online
 The lead teachers are able to associate the timing of most of
the changes to students being able to access new
technologies or to access to the internet.
 Across all of the schools there has been a significant
investment in ICT for the whole curriculum and also
administration in schools. In some countries, these changes
have been as recent as the last three years.

Types of technologies and
resources available in the
Advanced Schools

 Equipped with different types of technologies, large
expectation of technologies to be used for presentation,
including projectors, interactive projectors, visualisers and
interactive whiteboards, a growing focus on the use of
tablets, some evidence of 1:1 and examples of Bring Your
Own Device schemes, digital books, virtual learning
environments, multimedia and social media, software and
use of apps, learner response systems, cloud-computing,
reduction in paper and printing.
 Internet connection to all classrooms, evidence of increased
access to wireless internet connection throughout school
 Specialisms in broadcasting (Finland, UK), digital publishing,
assistive technologies (Italy)
 Pedagogical focus linked to project-based learning, wider
formative assessment opportunities, in school and out of
school engagement of students and parents e.g. use of
texting (Norway, UK).
 Some evidence of students using mobile telephones to
search the internet and to take photographs.
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Recent National Initiatives

 A national agency for ICT gives the schools the direct
message that ICT is important and significant across the
curriculum and the school.
 Changing environment across project partners, some
national/regional (e.g. Czech Republic, France) initiatives
continue, others national/regional bodies disbanded
(e.g.UK).
 National projects have allowed schools to access funding and
to consider a focus for development across the school.
Advanced schools have also considered how to engage
students in these projects

Who leads the decisions about
the development of ICT?

 Varies across project partners – Regional/City Councils
(Finland, Czech Republic), guided by inspectorate (primary
France) to autonomous schools (UK)
 The headteacher has assigned responsibilities to other
members of key staff.
 Is the regional funding just delivering the next technology,
rather than whole school change?
The person who decides the changes is not the person who
is responsible for implementing them. At a regional level,
there are decisions made about the next technology that
schools would benefit from; however this needs to be
connected to the pedagogical practice and the impact on
student learning.

What types of training and
professional development are
available to teachers?

 The common requirement for the teacher to be selfmotivated and pro-active comes through from the Advanced
Schools. Various options: drop-in sessions, students as
trainers, common qualification e.g. ECDL, peer review, links
to universities and teacher training centres.
 A number of the Advanced Schools are teacher training
centres for local networks of schools. (Italy, UK, Czech
Republic)
 Schools
are
dependent
on
staff
meetings
Training is still described as software specific, expensive and
dependent on too much time out of school.
 Training in "how to" is available and this is largely through a
training centre, but this tackles only a specific programme,
rather than professional development.
 In schools where there is a large number of staff, it can be
difficult to bring everyone together for training.
 Professional development is not compulsory and it is not
linked to career progression.

Are Advanced Schools engaged
in any partnerships or
networks?

 Most engaged with other schools at regional level, some at
national level, fewer at pan-European level.
 Some with links to universities and subject experts, some
with links to industry partners. However, for some countries
strict rules governing partnerships with industry (e.g.
Finland, Norway), for others it is seen as part of the
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Headteacher role to build these links (e.g. Italy, UK, Czech
Republic)
Parents can receive/send emails to school and contact
individual teachers. In some cases this includes other types
of digital communication including SMS messages and social
media.
Parents can see the school timetable schedule, but some
schools have made further progress and enabled parents to
see the lesson content.
Parents and students gain opportunity to work together.
There are also examples from several countries of the
parents’ union or parents association supporting the school.
Parents are providing funding to their own children to have
access to tablets, laptops or netbooks; e.g. learning rucksack.
In some cases this is a fixed annual amount. There are also
examples of parents providing additional donations to the
schools.
Schools are providing parents with access to information
about attendance and grades. However, more opportunities
for work and joint child and parent activities could be
developed.
Commercial partners are largely distant from direct contact
with schools. There are more examples of contact with
commercial suppliers by the organisations of the National
Co-ordinators.

How are students involved
with developing the whole
school use of ICT?

 Specialist multimedia schools are using students to help
‘open up school’ to the outside through regular broadcast,
help with sharing the school vision.
 Some schools have trained students as media tutors.

How is ICT being used in
different subjects?

 New national curriculum (France, Finland).
 Supporting particular approaches to learning e.g. Spaced
Learning (Italy)
 Use of virtual learning environment and cloud e.g. Dropbox,
Google drive for teaching and learning and assessment.
 One Advanced School has selected to focus on one subject,
Maths, for academic year.
 Use of e.g. Skype for external project work and
communications with other schools.
 In some lessons, students are given different responsibilities
or roles within the task. Some students are also asked to
document
or
evidence
the
lesson.
Students can log in to their diary and the student can give
permission for others to view.
 Supporting students to keep a digital portfolio of their work
helps them to demonstrate what they have already done.
Secondary schools have looked for time in the timetable that
can be dedicated to whole school development. It may be
that you can engage teaching assistants to provide practical
support.
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 Where access to 1:1 technology is not fully implemented,
this can affect the personalisation of student learning;
however, students who have access are sometimes still given
undifferentiated tasks.
 Some of the schools operate smaller class sizes for computer
labs and certain aspects of the curriculum.

1

What kinds of development
and research are the teachers
engaged with?

 Encouraged to get involved in competitions – regional/
national and pan-European level e.g. LEGO, Microsoft, and
Apps for Good1, Mathematics challenges.
 Minority of schools involved with universities. Some
teachers involved in research (e.g. tablets) as part of their
Master’s level degree. (Norway, Finland)
 Across the project, the teachers in the advanced schools
have been encouraged to have research questions that they
are working on. Some of the teachers have also undertaken
their own questionnaires, to collate data from students,
parents and teachers.
 There are some teams of staff that meet regularly to talk
about ICT and whole school change.

Are there particular areas that
could be mainstreamed or
replicated?

 Further details are included at the end of each case study
including:
 Regional Hubs: Schools working together in their
regions with a particular focus theme.
 School/teacher/student collaboration:
involvement in competitions, eTwinning projects,
Commission projects.
 Teacher CPD: engaging students; teacher peer
reviews
 Sharing practice: regional hub networks. Some
teachers are working in pairs to look at school
development, this helps to share the workload, and
it also enables the good practice to be spread across
the school.
 Communications: social media, texting, learning
environment for greater access and communication
with students and parents inside and outside school
for teaching and learning, and management of
assessment.
 Classroom Observation: Providing opportunities for
teachers to observe another teacher using ICT within
lessons.

Apps for Good
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2. Introduction
The University of Wolverhampton is leading WP3 within the Living Schools Lab project. The aim of this
work is the observation and documentation of innovative practice. This work has been led by Diana
Bannister, Development Director for Learning Technologies in the School of Education.
The purpose of this interim report is to document some of the key observations from the first year and
to highlight some of the recommendations that have emerged throughout the interviews with the lead
teachers and the link observation visits from the visits to the schools in phase one.
 Project Description of Work D3.2: Interim Report on Link Observation Visits: A report on the first
phase of visits to schools in year one. (6 countries) to include case studies of innovative use of ICT
in the schools, and findings and recommendations related to the mainstreaming of best practice
and the development of whole school approaches to ICT implementation. This work will feed into
task 5.3 in WP5 involving the development of a new Continuing Professional Development Course
that includes lessons learned from the schools about how to mainstream best practice and develop
a whole school approach to ICT implementation and use.
It must be emphasised that at this stage, this is primarily an observation report to record the findings
from the phase one visits. It includes an initial analysis to feed into: i) phase 2 observation visits; ii) LSL
network schools and in particular to the development of the LSL CPD course. The full analysis and
recommendations on the mainstreaming of best practice will be developed further in year two.
The observation visits have highlighted that one of the biggest challenges for the education system is
the extreme differences between schools. Even within one country there is a diverse range of
equipment and connectivity available and sporadic innovative use of the technology within learning
and teaching. There are fragmentations that exist because of political divide; regional funding; access
to training and professional development and the experience of leadership in schools. There are
further fractures in the connections between policy and practice in the classroom. This means that the
education is often dependent on leading schools to be able to showcase innovative practice and to
demonstrate how all schools can mainstream the use of ICT.
Each Ministry of Education within the project identified two Advanced Schools and five Advanced
Practitioners to be part of the project (Advanced School2 - where technology is embedded in teaching
and learning across the whole school; Advanced Practitioner School – where technology is only
partially embedded within the school).
The consensus reached was that schools applied to be part of the LSL network based on criteria that
were established in consultation with the project partners based around the themes of: School
Leadership; Personalisation of student learning; Integration of ICT across the curriculum; Digital
competence of teachers across school; Partnerships and networks; Resources (in particular, fast
broadband access across the school and, schools’ demonstrate access to a range of technologies with
access for all pupils in most lessons) The application form was designed around these themes which
are similar to some of the key expectations for the use of ICT in leading schools across Europe used in
2

Reference D2.1 LSL Network Operations Manual for definitions
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other self-review frameworks (e.g. the English self-review framework developed by BECTA, the
Norwegian Skolementor). Each lead partner provided a National Co-ordinator to take forward the work
of the project at a national level and it was therefore their responsibility to ensure that the appropriate
schools were selected. Whilst the language of the project is English, one of the major challenges has
been to ensure that there are shared definitions. Discussions amongst project partners showed that
there are considerable variations in what is seen to qualify as an Advanced School in each country.
There are also differences between Primary and Secondary schools in relation to infrastructure,
curriculum and teaching practices. Furthermore, it becomes evident that the interpretation of the
word “innovation” and “innovative practice” can vary enormously. This will need to be given further
consideration in year two of the project; however from the outset, there is a need to assimilate the
definitions with those adopted by the iTEC project (Innovative Technologies for an Engaging
Classroom) because it is anticipated that these schools will want to participate in the sustainable
collaboration from the Living Schools Lab project.
A distinction is made in iTEC between technological and pedagogical innovation
(Béchard 2001)3. Technological innovation refers to widespread use of an invention or a
technology, for example the presence of ICT in schools regardless of its use or possible
innovative practices with it. One example is the use of interactive whiteboards which can either
reinforce traditional teacher-centred practices or innovative ways that support learner
initiative. Pedagogical innovation is at the heart of iTEC and refers to fundamentally
transforming practices in order to improve learning. From this perspective ICT is a means to
enable the teacher to achieve pedagogical outcomes and optimise innovative pedagogies (but
does not per se bring them about (Lebrun 20024)).
iTEC D11.5.3. – EXPLOITATION PLAN, submitted September 2013.

It is fundamental part of the Living Schools Lab project that schools understand that the observation
and documentation of practice is ‘based on a typical school day’ and whilst schools are asked to
showcase their practices, they are also encouraged to share the everyday working life of the school.
Ultimately, it is this evidence that needs to be captured to enable everyone to understand what can
and should be mainstreamed or replicated across other schools.
In January 2013, lead teachers from all of the Advanced Schools attended a workshop to meet with
each other and to discuss some of the possibilities in the project. The initial aim was for each Advanced
School to work with their National Co-ordinator to establish a regional hub. A framework called the
STEPs5 plan (Share, Teach, Evidence, Plan, Support) was developed to allow Advanced Schools to share
a common language for ICT development and to enable the schools across the project to collaborate
more easily with each other. The STEPs plan also gave the observation visits a focus to establish the
progress being made within each school. Each Advanced School was asked to develop a STEPs plan to
3

Béchard, J.-P. (2001). L’enseignement supérieur et les innovations pédagogiques : une recension des écrits.
Revue des sciences de l’éducation, XXVII(2), 257-281.
10
4
Lebrun, M. (2002). Théories et méthodes pédagogiques pour enseigner et apprendre : Quelle place pour les
TIC dans l'éducation ? [Theories and methods for teaching and learning : Which place for ICT in
education ?].Bruxelles-Paris: De Boeck
5
Reference D3.1 Observation and Methodology Handbook
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outline their work. Advanced Schools were also encouraged to work with the Advanced Practitioners
to create a STEPs plan for the development of ICT within their classroom.
The observation visit has been designed to gather evidence of practice at whole school level and
classroom level.
The purpose of the observation visit6 is:
 To look at whole school development in the use and implementation of ICT.
 To look at practice in the two Advanced Schools and document ways of working that have been
implemented across the school.
 To help define exemplary practice for the project
 To consolidate leading examples
 To interview practitioners
 To understand how effective practice in the use of ICT can be mainstreamed
 To collate ideas that can be replicated
 To share European practice at a national level
 To provide the teachers with the opportunity to share practice
 To feed into the focus group with the Advanced Schools and the Advanced Practitioners.
Schools were asked to work with their National Coordinator to prepare the Link Observation Visit to
include where possible, the following elements (ref details in the Observation and Methodology
Handbook):
 Tour of the school and observation of key ICT infrastructure
 Discussion with the head teacher or a senior staff member about the use of ICT in school
(overview)
 Classroom Lesson Observations
 Interviews/Discussion with the practitioners involved
 Interviews/Discussion with the students who have been using the technology (if appropriate –
a small group of 4 students. )
 Other areas that you may wish to highlight in your school/situation.
Each country was also asked to organise a National Focus Group to:







Talk about the Living Schools Lab project
Encourage the Advanced Schools to share their practice
Invite other schools and practitioners to join the network
Share elements of practice from across the project
Focus on the key themes from the Advanced Schools
Give other schools the opportunity to network and share ideas

Four of the countries have had a National Focus Group during the same week as the Link Observation
Visit. The UK National Focus Group will take place on January 10th 2014 at Broadclyst Community
Primary School, one of the Advanced Schools. The National Focus Group for the teachers in Italy will
be held online due to the geographical spread of the location of schools. However, this is scheduled to

6

Reference D3.1 Observation and Methodology Handbook
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take place before the end of 2013. The remaining countries involved in the project will be visited in
phase two of the project.
During the Link Observation Visit, the researcher maintained a detailed blog of the school visits and
lesson observations. In this report there are details about the observation visits and an outline case
study for the first six countries in phase one. This will be expanded for the final report in consultation
with the National Coordinators and the schools to include videos that showcase and demonstrate
practice.
The final chapter outlines some findings and recommendations that will be analysed further during the
second year of the project and presented within the final report.
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3. Observation Case Studies
UK Observation Case Study
Broadclyst Community Primary School, Exeter, UK
Number of Students

1198

Age Group of Students

4-11 years

School Website Information

http://www.bcps.org.uk

Name of Principal

Mr Jonathan Bishop

Name of Lead Teacher

Mr David James

Shireland Collegiate Academy, Sandwell, UK
Number of Students

1198

Age Group of Students

11-19 years

School Website Information

http://thelearningbank.co.uk/shireland

Name of Principal

Sir Mark Grundy

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Kirsty Tonks, Lewis Moore

What types of technologies and resources are available in the
Advanced Schools?
Both of the Advanced Schools in the UK are equipped with a wide-range of technologies. It is significant
that the Principal of the secondary school and the Headteacher of the Primary School have both been
in the schools for more than fifteen years. This means that both headteachers have ultimately been
responsible for the implementation and maintenance of technology since it was first introduced into
schools in the UK. The resources have grown since the late 1990’s and new technologies have been
consistently introduced. Older technologies have also been replaced and additional equipment has
been purchased. Technology is integrated across all areas of the school for administration, learning
and teaching. It is also included as part of the whole school development plan cycle within the financial
plan and the curriculum progress.
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In year three at Broadclyst Community Primary School, most classrooms are equipped with ten PCs at
the side and the students can access these as directed by the teacher. In year four the students have
1:1 access to laptops, but this equipment does not go home. In years five and six, each individual
student has access to their own PC and desk area for work. There is also a room for TV broadcast and
this is used by all the students. There is 100Mb leased broadband line. Teachers have access to a wide
range of technologies including projectors, plasma screens, iPads, touch screens, voting buttons,
visualizers, sound systems, TV studio, recording studio, digital cameras and video calling.
At Shireland Collegiate Academy in years 7, 8 and 9, students have netbooks (which belong to the
school). In years 10 and 11 there are no devices. In post-16 the students have iPads. All of the staff use
Microsoft’s Learning Suite and are provided with a laptop and iPad which they use in all lessons. The
school of the campus is wireless enabled.

Are there recent national initiatives that have had an impact upon
whole school development of ICT?
In the UK, the national agency for ICT was BECTA; however a change in government meant that this
agency was closed in 2010. It was replaced by the Technology Policy Unit, but this was also closed in
spring 2013. Schools had formerly looked to the information, research and development provided by
BECTA to inform developments within the school. Leading schools at the forefront of using technology
had previously worked with BECTA to explore and provide exemplars to demonstrate how ICT could
be mainstreamed across the UK schools.
During the interviews at the beginning of the project, Kirsty Tonks, one of the lead teachers in the UK
said that “there is a lack of clear direction in terms of technology for school improvement and
innovation for teaching and learning. There is an inconsistency that is greater than ever before.”
The leading teacher also suggested that at a national level in the UK, technology itself has allowed for
schools to know who is actively developing the use of technology in teacher professional development.
For example: “Twitter gives voice to people” [and makes it easier to share ideas at a national level.]
Teachers are able to move forward on their own initiative and use the technologies to collaborate and
for their own professional development.
The lead teacher in the UK stated that local support can be very inconsistent. Some local authorities
still provide ICT support for schools, but they usually pay a subscription for this service. There has been
a growing movement of schools to have chosen to become academies and this means that they are
completely autonomous. There are some schools that form part of an academy chain or cluster and
this can mean that groups of schools are able to access ICT expertise. Kirsty Tonks commented
“Autonomy is fine, if you have the expertise.” Some secondary schools have also provided support for
local primary schools to fill the vacuum left by the local authorities.
As an Advanced School, Shireland Collegiate Academy positions itself as a centre of excellence for ICT.
The school is also a Department of Education teaching school in the UK which means that it can provide
training for trainee teachers. The school has worked with commercial partners including Microsoft and
Steljes.
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A significant number of the staff are used to demonstrate at regional and national events. The Elearning director, an Assistant Principal and four other staff all presented at the UK launch of
Microsoft’s Shape the Future programme in November 2012.

Who leads the decisions about the development of ICT?
At a national level, schools have grown in autonomy and now have to make their own decisions about
ICT. In the UK primary school, the decisions are made by the Headteacher who works closely with his
deputy and the senior management team. As a headteacher, Jonathan Bishop says that “It is important
to choose people who can lead on certain aspects of the projects.” Staff are encouraged to understand
that “teaching is bigger than me and my room.” The Headteacher believes that real system change
takes over five years, to allow groups of students and staff to adopt and integrate the ideas. Subject
leaders are encouraged to write about and present evidence of what they are learning.
The headteacher states that it is pivotal to look at how to meet the wide diverse spectrum of student
needs. “People try to bolt on the technology without realising the change management that is
required.”
In the secondary school, there is the Principal and the Director of E-Learning. However, there is also a
number of other staff who are involved in the whole school plan for development from different
subject departments within the school.

What types of training and professional development are available to
teachers?
At Shireland Collegiate Academy, one of the leading teachers in the Advanced School is responsible for
a team of nine staff who provide ICT support for teachers. Whilst there are Continuing Professional
Development providers within the region, the school generally provides their own support to individual
staff. The leading teacher is non-class based and therefore can be part of new projects and initiatives.
The leading teacher provides opportunities through events for example, a marketplace of current ICT
resources that are being used by staff is offered for all teachers to attend. Keynote speakers are also
invited into school to speak to all staff as part of the professional development.
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is done with all the staff and it is important that it covers
the learning support as well as the IT support. There is also drop in sessions where people can find out
about particular software or technologies. The school delivers professional development sessions for
staff including those from other local schools on a regular basis. The school is working with Warwick
University to develop a Masters level Leadership and management programme for the staff and staff
from local schools where the key focus will be e-learning supported school improvement.
Shireland Collegiate Academy has five teacher training days per year, but two of these days are
delivered as twelve twilight sessions. This allows for the training to be regular and throughout the year.
Shireland Collegiate Academy supported six primary schools locally initially, but this has grown to
eleven primary schools where they provide primary curriculum support, dance art, music technology
and drama and deliver this support in the Primary Schools.
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At Broadclyst Community Primary School, the headteacher says that ultimately “nobody and
everybody is responsible for the training.” There is no particular member of staff who is responsible
for the training, but staff are expected to “want to know.” Staff are given additional training if there is
a need. The deputy headteacher provides support for staff and they are encouraged to ask if they need
additional help. The headteacher places an emphasis on recruiting staff who are self-motivated to
develop their own practice.

Are the Advanced Schools engaged in any partnerships or networks?
Shireland has a partnership arrangement with Microsoft, Steljes/SMART, a SharePoint developer and
a group of primary and secondary schools. Whilst there are no monetary benefits, it does mean that
the school can access specialist support, training, cascade training and are providing the venue if they
want to deliver the course at the school.
Shireland Collegiate Academy is also involved in a project called Apps for Good and within this they are
classified as a ‘Ninja’ School. The school provides the regional training for the Midlands.
Broadclyst Community Primary School partnerships with Microsoft, Exeter University, South West Grid
for Learning, The school also partners with primary and secondary schools in the area and also in
Holland. This provides an opportunity for extended curriculum activities as the students work together
on projects and it includes a face to face visit.

How is ICT being used in different subjects?
At Shireland Collegiate Academy, there has been the full integration of ICT across the Change of
curriculum model – Literacy for life model – initially this was year 7 and 8 and a curriculum restructure
for year 8 and now also in year 9. This means that students who join the secondary school in year 7 are
based in one area of the school and do not move to different buildings for their lessons.
E-learning is used across all subjects. Over 300 different families access the school’s Learning Gateway
each month via the family portal. The school’s Raising Achievement Plan has e-learning elements in all
of the strands as do all of the Subject plans which are held in the Learning Gateway. The Learning
Gateway is used to drive learning across all subjects and years and receives almost two million student
hits per year. The Learning Gateway is used to collect evidence of achievement and has the
Management Information System (MIS) integrated within it.
At Shireland Collegiate Academy, the Learning Platform has enabled the teacher to address how to
personalise learning for the students. On the Learning Gateway there are subject sites for staff where
they can upload ideas on a topic that they are going to teach. Teachers can collate resources together
and share materials. Resources have been collated with teaching and learning ideas for the entire
curriculum. Students are able to access all their materials through ‘Class Sites.’ Students can go to the
‘Resource Sites’ and find all the materials for the topic. This means that where the teacher has
identified that the student may require additional support, the materials have been identified. On a
daily basis, the teacher can make specific materials available on the ‘Class Sites.’
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The school has also established “exemplification sites” which demonstrate what the student needs to
do to achieve a particular examination grade. This enables student to access real examples of other
students’ work who have previously achieved the same target grade.
In Key Stage 3 (Years 7, 8 and 9) all of the students use their netbooks to deliver the competency based
thematic curriculum. This means that for 19 hours a week – (mornings and Wednesdays all day) is
delivered by some primary practitioners and some secondary practitioners. They use the netbooks to
support Assessment for Learning and peer assessment. There are a number of examples of student
authored resources both in class and after school.
In Mathematics, one of the teachers has been looking at different ways to give the students feedback
for their work. The teacher has given the students feedback by creating a tutorial video to highlight
some of the common mistakes. The teacher makes the videos himself using the video function on the
iPad. These are then made available via YouTube.
In Year 11, students created a website called Further Your Maths (http://furtheryourmaths.co.uk). This
gave the students the opportunity to set up a website and also support each other with their
mathematics.
Shireland Collegiate Academy has worked for a number of years on the development of provision to
support what is now being called “Flipped Classroom”. The school has used the Learning Gateway to
provide resources to stimulate learning and then to support and monitor the process.
In Art and Design, one of the teachers described the use of technology as a three way conversation
that is essential to professional learning; students use the technology, technology for the teacher use
and technology for the ‘person’.
In this school, there has also been a considerable connection made between technology and classroom
support as a “joint investment.” This means that staff who have been employed as teaching assistants
in the classrooms have also been trained to use the technologies.
At Shireland Collegiate Academy, the lesson journey is clearly visible to everyone. Students are able to
access materials through the Learning Gateway and their class sites. There is a defined starter activity
where the WALTs (What are we learning today?) and WILFs (What I’m looking for?) are displayed at
the beginning of every lesson and more importantly discussed with the students. The competencies
are made visible to the students. Students are working with MS One Note and can include a recorded
audio or video within their work.
At Broadclyst Community Primary School, parents have access to the learning platform and can access
work assigned and support their child’s learning. Across the curriculum the headteacher has worked
to encourage communication and collaboration combined with problem solving activities. The
headteacher Jonathan Bishop says, “Our approach is to give them something to do and solve that is
worth talking about.”
In year 6, the two classes are joined together in one large teaching area where each student has a desk
with their own PC. However, the school provides two full time teachers in this area and up to five
teaching assistants. This means that activities can be divided into smaller groups using additional
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learning spaces across the school with the students working with a teaching assistant. It also means
that subject knowledge and expertise can be divided between the practitioners.
The school also has a photography club teaching students to take work with digital media. This
encourages the students to capture the community of the school. There have also been video projects
were student produce a video documentary.
Students at Broadclyst Community Primary School describe how they use the TV broadcast equipment
to create World News and Local News. Students use ‘Mathletics’ and like to be able to compete with
other students in other schools. One student said that “using ICT has opened our eyes to the world,
and opened up more opportunities for us.”

What kinds of research and development are the teachers engaged
with?
Many staff at Shireland Collegiate Academy are engaged with developmental projects. The school runs
a programme after school called iFamilies where students are invited into school with their parents to
explore new software and applications. The activities enable parents and students to produce
something together. The school believes that iFamilies has helped them to maintain a continued
dialogue with parents and encouraged them to come into school. One student during the interviews
commented: “iFamilies has made me feel more confident, I now want to achieve more.”
Year 7 and 8 students have also been involved in Kodu Kup – a competition run by Microsoft to create
a game around one of three themes. The students had six sessions over a period of six weeks. This has
enabled the school to ascertain the current level of programming skills of these students and to
consider the progression levels to help them design a pathway for all students.
In Year 9, the students are involved with a competition called “Apps for Good”. This was initially
created as an after school activity, but it is now part of the curriculum for the students. It is delivered
through ‘focus days’ and ‘achievement days’.
The school regularly invites in external speakers to talk to all the staff, including Alan November and
Professor Dylan Wiliam.
At Broadclyst Community Primary School, some teachers are involved in research projects through
Exeter University. The teachers have been involved with observations in school to look at Lesson Study.

Are there particular areas that could be mainstreamed or replicated?
 The timing of lessons is structured, but technology is a tool within the lesson and it is not the
focus of the lesson content.
 “Stuck Powerpoints” have been created on the main teaching topics in school. During the
lesson, these are readily accessible on a PC in the corner of the classroom. The teacher can
direct a student to the materials or the student can access them independently during the
lesson.
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 The Learning Gateway is the virtual hub of the school. All of the lesson materials and resources
are fully accessible through the learning environment. Teachers share lesson materials,
resources have been collated for the curriculum topics and these are accessible to all staff.
 Students are encouraged to enter local and national competitions using technology. Some of
these activities have become curriculum activities to enable students and staff to have time to
engage in relevant projects. Within Broadclyst Community Primary School, there is also an
example of an enterprise project where students have used technology to design a product
and create a prototype.
 In both schools, technology is used to celebrate student achievement using digital displays
around the schools. These are accessible to students, staff, parents and the wider communities
of the schools.
 Physical learning spaces have also been configured to embrace the learning technologies in
schools. Students are able to work together and this is encouraged in the layout of some
classrooms as well as the organisation of particular activities.
 Tablet devices are not always available for 1:1 use, but the primary school also uses the devices
within group work to encourage students to collaborate.
 Tablet devices are used to capture evidence of progress within the lesson with photos and
videos.
 Learner response systems and web-based voting activities are used within various subjects.
 In the secondary school, assessment is made visible to the students and the language of
assessment is shared and understood by all. (Emerging, Developing, Proficient, Advanced)
 There are examples of staff from the Secondary school working with local primary schools; this
is for a variety of subjects. In some cases, the primary school students visit the Shireland
Collegiate Academy for particular subjects, e.g. Music. However, there is also evidence of the
secondary teachers working with Primary School practitioners in their own classrooms.
 Students have connected school and home through learning activities. In the two Advanced
Schools, the students and parents expect to be able to access the learning activities beyond
the school day.
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Czech Republic Observation Case Study
Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School - Czech Republic
Number of Students

751

Age Group of Students

6-15 years

School Website Information

http://www.zscakovice.cz/

Name of Principal

Martin Strélec

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Petra Boháčková

Gymnasium Teplice – Czech Republic
Number of Students

850

Age Group of Students

15-18 years

School Website Information

http://www.gymtce.cz/

Name of Principal

RNDr. Zdeněk Bergman

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Marcela Řeháková

What types of technologies and resources are available in the
Advanced Schools?
At Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School all of the 40 teachers have access to a personal laptop to prepare and
conduct their lessons with. In recent years the school has managed to upgrade almost all PC stations
in the three computer laboratories. All teachers have email addresses that students and parents can
use to communicate with teachers. Staff have developed their own websites for their work.
The school has a Wi-Fi connection in almost all classrooms and all staffrooms available for everyone.
Students can use their laptops or other devices during lessons to get connected to the internet and
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search needed information. The school has three fully equipped computer labs. There is one computer
in each classroom in one part of the building where younger students are and all teachers who teach
older students bring their laptops to the classrooms.
At Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School, money has come from the Prague municipality for a class set of 32 iPads;
these came into school twelve months ago. The European structural fund has provided for schools
outside Prague in the Czech Republic, but not those schools inside the city. Students can bring in their
mobile telephones and these can be switched on and used for lessons, but no calls are allowed.
Students can take photos and search the internet.
Gymnasium Teplice School has approximately 140 PCs, 37 projectors, 7 interactive whiteboards (some
of them include voting system). There are three computer labs and a study equipped with several PCs.
All computers have the internet connection and are connected to the school network. On the network
there are files for the management of the school, teachers and students. These files have different
access possibilities – it means that avoiding misuse, these files operate various levels of confidentiality,
depending on who is using the network. Some parts of the school have Wi-Fi connection (a school hall
and a study).
Bakaláři, is the virtual information system and online learning environment which the school uses. This
gives students and their parents regular details about what is going on at school. The system itself
offers a wide range of information that is updated regularly. Students can get to know about their
grades, evaluation, homework, they can find out (online) which topics were taught in the lessons.
Parents can check their child´s absence in lessons. Students can set up individual consultation or
tutorials with teachers and they submit their homework electronically. Staff are expected to open up
Bakaláři at least once a day. However, students bring their materials for presentations in from home
on a USB stick and the teacher puts them into a shared file. Students are allowed to use their mobile
telephones to access information for learning.
The aim is that all the technologies are changed after six years. Gymnasium Teplice also outlined that
they sometimes buy second hand computers and they have worked with local businesses who donate
older equipment to the school.

Are there recent national initiatives that have had an impact upon
whole school development of ICT?
In the last decade, there has been an expectation that all teachers will use the computer and become
digitally literate. Teachers readily expect to be able to use email communication and digital materials
for presentations, for example, PowerPoint. A lot of teachers use the interactive whiteboard and this
has become a regular tool for teachers.
At a national level, the European Computer Driving Licence was introduced in 2001 and all teachers
were supposed to do this. The leading teacher also described how although the Ministry of Education
gives money, additional sponsorship comes from companies. For example, companies have provided
support to school by distributing their old equipment to schools. The Czech Republic has also had a
national project called “EU Money to Secondary schools”; in this project teachers have to create lesson
plans which are then shared at a national level. The funding from this project can then be used to
purchase additional equipment for the school.
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The largest online community for teachers in the Czech Republic is a methodological portal that is run
by an organisation under the Ministry called the Institute of Education. The materials on this portal
have been reviewed by peers.
Gymnasium Teplice is involved with Comenius Projects and staff believe that these have been
important to the school development. In 2009, the school has a project with Iceland, Norway and
Switzerland to develop a “Didactic Park” producing interactive learning materials.
During the interviews at the beginning of the project, the lead teacher discussed how the education
system has changed in Czech Republic over the last ten years. In 2012 there was a campaign called “CZ
is speaking about education” and there was a decision which said that things do not need to change,
there is no need for big reform.”
Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School helped to translate an English version of a presentation about tips of using
iPads into Czech (103 zajímavých aktivit pro využití iPadů ve třídě), the school also took part in the first
Czech ‘digital learning day’ where students prepared activities and showed how they can use ICT
effectively.
The school is engaged with other European projects as this is seen as a way to gain additional funding
and also to learn from colleagues in other countries.

Who leads the decisions about the development of ICT?
The headteacher of Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School said he sees it as a priority for “the students to be able
to access the technologies of real life and to have them at school so that the students develop skills for
lifelong learning.”
In the interview, the leading teacher from the Advanced School in the Czech Republic said that the
Ministry of Education is seen to be working at a high level. The school works with a media company to
provide more local day to day support on the use of ICT in school. In CZ, there is no local support for
schools. “It is not easy to buy anything and we try to participate in as many projects as we can.”
The role of the headteacher is pivotal to the success of the school use of technology; this is largely
because the head teacher makes the decisions about how money is spent. The headteacher believes
that lead staff also have an entrepreneurial attitude to developments in school.
Gymnasium Teplice is financed by the region. Schools are not used to asking parents for financial
support. The secondary school has appointed a project co-ordinator who is responsible for knowing
about the projects being undertaken by the school. This means that there is awareness about how the
work of the project can impact upon whole school change and development.
The headteacher of the Gymnasium Teplice School says that he wants the school to be seen as
innovative. He has attended meetings for projects in other countries and finds out what other schools
are doing. There is also an association of headteachers from Gymnasium Schools. The headteacher has
also worked on other Lifelong Learning Programmes e.g. Transversal Study Visits. The headteacher of
Gymnasium Teplice said that as a headteacher you have to maintain expectations. The role of the
headteacher recognises the need for distributed leadership within the school and clearly acknowledges
the expertise of the other colleagues.
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In Gymnasium Teplice, the teachers discuss the forward vision and changes at a department level,
rather than at whole school level. The head of each subject then takes new ideas forward to the head
teacher.

What types of training and professional development are available to
teachers?
In the Czech Republic, all kinds of training are decided by the school, there is no local authority, the
school has to pay and the school pays the teacher to attend. Schools have a lot of autonomy, the
headteacher decides. The Ministry of Education has recently established some guidelines for every
teacher to be able to achieve “10 STEPS of Professional Development”. The lead teacher believes that
this is made complicated by the volume of paperwork and bureaucracy to be able to achieve it. Training
in the use of ICT is not mandatory, but it is recommended. There are certain types of training available
for everyone in school, and this is dependent upon the needs of the teachers within the academic year.
Training is available from external organisations and teachers choose training based on any new
equipment that they have. It is not mandatory. The headteacher is supportive and the school pays for
the training required. Teachers can also apply for Comenius grants. There are agencies and schools
that are identified and accredited to provide training for other schools. If your school submits a plan
you can become a training company and can charge for training, as long as the Ministry approves.
The leading school offers a CPD course for other schools in in IWB effective learning and teaching. In
the interview, the leading teacher expressed that it would be useful for more funding for courses to
be made available, because whilst there is choice, it can be difficult to allocate time and money to be
able to attend the courses.
There are agencies and schools that give accreditation to train. If your school submits a plan you can
become a training company and can charge for training, as long as the Ministry approves.
At Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School, the headteacher says that “as a school, we can provide our own experts
so that teachers can support each other; two or three of our teachers are experts and provide
pedagogical support.
The school has interactive whiteboards in the classrooms and all teachers work with them every day.
The school also helps other teachers from other schools to use them effectively; for example, one of
the teachers took part in discussions on rvp.cz and helped the other teachers with IWB and also wrote
a few blogs about them. The school has repeatedly held workshops on using IWB in classes within the
school.
The headteacher encourages staff to build their own PLN (personal learning network) – a community
of people with the same interest (in this case ICT) where they can discuss problems, ask questions and
share practice. In Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School, the lead teacher says “It is recommended by the school
that we observe one another teach twice per term, particularly if we want to see another teacher using
a specific technology.” The teacher takes notes, but there is no formal feedback. The headteacher
does observe the teachers and gives feedback.
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Within the school there are workshops on different ICT topics. Staff also take part in different webinars
beyond the school day. There are also teachers who are allowed to train other teachers from other
schools.
The school purchased a class set of iPads and the company provided training for all the teachers. The
LSL lead teacher and one other teacher in the school has then provided individual support as
requested.
Gymnasium Teplice School is a training centre for teachers in the surroundings nearby. The school
offers a range of courses that have been approved by the Ministry of Education; e.g. Using Interactive
Whiteboard, Teaching Foreign Languages Using ICT and Interactive Whiteboard, Effective Learning and
Teaching Using MS Office and Preparation of Project Materials, Digital Graphics in Art or Using
Freeware Programmes and the Internet when teaching.
At least one teacher from each department went to seminars to learn how to use the interactive
whiteboard and then cascaded the training to other staff.
Gymnasium Teplice wants to develop the teacher’s profile and get each teacher to decide which area
they would like to develop as part of their professional development. Each teacher would have a file
and this would allow the school to monitor the professional development of all staff.
At Gymnasium Teplice some of the teachers meet once or twice a year as part of the SMART school
which is organised by a local company called AV media. The school also provides training for other
schools.

Are the Advanced Schools engaged in any partnerships or networks?
In the Czech Republic, it is the responsibility of the headteacher to get partners for the school and
additional funding. However, there is no national guidance available on this. Both of the Advanced
Schools were able to demonstrate examples of partnerships with local businesses and other schools.
Gymnasium Teplice is involved with a current Comenius Project. Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School is working
with partners to fund the Wi-Fi connection in school. This is an area that could be explored by
businesses to provide better Wi-Fi connection for homes too.
Gymnasium Teplice School is involved in Microsoft Partners in Learning Programme and these are the
only formal partners. The funding for the computer lab in school was supported by Hewlett Packard.

How is ICT being used in different subjects?
Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School use Edmodo that is an online communication and collaboration application
for students and teachers. The school believes that students have already realised its importance for
their studying especially in acquiring foreign languages.
In the students’ foreign language learning they are encouraged to talk with students from another
school using Skype. Students use online tools for creating mind maps, for brainstorming, for blogging
and this helps the students to document their progress.
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At Dr Edvarda Beneṧe students use cameras, camcorders or voice recorders during lessons or planned
projects. Students know the basic way of processing videos and photos in certain applications.
Students use Moodle in the school to conduct online education for students both inside and outside
of the school. With Moodle the school plan to enable the students to plan and organise their own selfpaced study. Teachers are able to assign different learning to different students. The student can select
the sequence of activities and the teacher can monitor progress. Again, working with Moodle or using
‘Google docs’ students receive comments from their teachers and they can discuss it also with teachers
and other students in forums. The school supports a BYOD programme students can work with their
own iPads or mobile phones.
At Dr Edvarda Beneṧe students were introduced to the system called Crocodoc (www.crocodoc.com)
where they can submit their home assignments online, share other documents with their classmates
and edit them online. They are used to uploading files there.
At Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School the headteacher bought four interactive whiteboards and offered them
to teachers who were interested. “Slowly the teachers learned to use it.” The headteacher said that
the only area where he has enforced the use of technology is the electronic class book (Bakaláři). Most
of the teachers feel the need to use technology and others will when someone shows them.
There is a computer in each class, the teacher writes down marks, and records them on the computer;
everything is recorded digitally. All PCs are connected to the Internet; there are also labs which have
additional equipment. Teachers, students and parents can see the lesson topic. They can see grades,
evaluation and homework
At Gymnasium Teplice: Students have access to study materials on the school network or teachers
send a lot of materials via the school communication system. The system is accessible only to the
teachers, students and their parents that have passwords. The homepage of the school is described by
the school as “the most visited web page among Czech secondary school web pages.” The system itself
offers a wide range of information that is updated regularly. Students can get to know about their
grades, evaluation, homework, they can even find out (online) which topics were taught in the lessons.
Students can set up individual consultation or tutorials with teachers and they send their homework
in an electronic way
Gymnasium Teplice School demonstrates a whole range of everyday ICT usage in various subjects –
preparation of tests for students, PowerPoint presentations when teaching, students assessments,
homework setting, students preparing their own presentations and presenting them, doing homework
online, doing research online about students´ preferences and opinions.
During the lesson observation the teacher accessed the resources from the shared files for teachers
where a huge bank of materials has been built up over time. All the teachers share their resources; the
Virtual Learning Environment is viewed as the hub of the school information.
At Gymnasium Teplice teachers are involved in further professional development – either in use of
interactive whiteboards or MS Office courses – Word, Excel, and PowerPoint (it is for all teachers).
Then teachers attend regular courses about how to use the school system including the e-register, and
the virtual learning environment. The school is able to demonstrate an effective way of using ICT in
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many curriculum subjects – Biology, Geography, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, History, and Foreign
Languages – English, French, Spanish, German, Russian, Music and Arts.

What kinds of research and development are the teachers engaged
with?
The leading teacher at Gymnasium Teplice says that it is important for the school profile for the
teachers to be engaged in projects. The leading teacher in the Czech Republic said “As a school, we
don’t use research, we see this as more the role of the University and we concentrate on
methodology.” This suggested that research is something that is done to the schools, rather than with
them. It also indicates that schools see universities as being a leading authority on certain types of
research, rather than recognising the opportunities to engage in collaborative understanding in order
to move classroom practice forward. The school encourages an open dialogue with the community
and to do this the school distributes questionnaires to collate feedback from parents and students.
At Gymnasium Teplice, the school was involved in a Comenius Project 2008-2010. The school has
recently received new funding to create some new maths resources with ten other countries. All of
the teachers are constantly engaged with developmental research. “We don’t generally work with
other schools, unless for projects where we go abroad, not with schools in CZ.” The school is currently
involved with a project called “Let’s play with maths,” and this will enable school to have an interactive
whiteboard and produce tasks for various ages. www.lyska.net/MathProject

Are there particular areas that could be mainstreamed or replicated?
 The headteacher of Dr Edvarda Beneṧe says, “as a headteacher it is important to observe the
teachers and watch lessons. It is also important to speak to the students.” The headteacher
also looks at the lesson materials to see what the teachers are doing… “It is very difficult to say
what is going to happen next because it depends on the technology, in the next ten years we
will certainly have more devices available for students and maintain strong connectivity.”
 Students want to be connected to learning 24/7 at school and at home. The headteacher of Dr
Edvarda Beneṧe also thinks that schools will have to provide online courses in the near future.
School also has other functions apart from Education for example social interaction.
 In Dr Edvarda Beneṧe School, there has been consideration for how ICT can be used in outdoor
spaces.
 ICT labs are not just used for ICT, but to embed the teaching of ICT across all subjects.
 YouTube is used to publish the students work.
 Gymnasium Teplice School has developed its own profile exam where students have four hours
to respond to a task, but they are allowed to use the internet
 “It is important to look for more opportunities to engage with the local community.”
Gymnasium Teplice.
 Gymnasium Teplice has also funded the role of a project co-ordinator (released from 0.25
teaching hours with responsibility for bid writing, project development, to seek opportunities
for innovation funding and activities across the school.)
 Schools have identified two key staff to receive additional training, but with the responsibility
to cascade this training to the other teachers.
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Finland Observation Case Study
Wäinö Aaltonen School - Turku, Finland
Number of Students

463

Age Group of Students

6-13 years

School Website Information

http://www.kieliluokat.fi/gb/wa.php
http://www.wa-koulu.blogspot.fi/

Name of Principal

Henri Littunen

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Pikke Syrjä-Väisänen

Puropelto School – Turku, Finland
Number of Students

523

Age Group of Students

12-15 years

School Website Information

Puropelto School

Name of Principal

Anne Alho

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Teija Frigo-Sandholm

What types of technologies and resources are available in the
Advanced Schools?
In both of the Advanced Schools in Finland, daily communication happens in the Management
Integration System (MIS) called WILMA. This is a program where teachers document everything
concerning students, also including results and evaluation. This is a tool for communication between
home and the school, it is the main way to inform and stay in contact with parents.
At Puropelto School, there is broadband access across the school, with access in most teaching rooms
or areas identified for using technology in teaching and learning, and for students working
independently in the school.
In most classrooms, there is a projector, screen and visualiser. Ten of the classrooms have an
interactive whiteboard. There are netbooks available on each floor for teachers to access. These are in
a ‘cage’ which charges them as necessary. There are 100 machines altogether.
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In Wäinö Aaltonen School there is fibre-optic connection in every building. In every classroom, there
is access to the Internet. Moreover, there is WLAN-access covering the whole school. There are
approximately 150 computers and every teacher has a personal laptop computer. For a “cell” of three
teachers there are 25 computers available. There are also some netbooks available for students.

Are there recent national initiatives that have had an impact upon
whole school development of ICT?
In Finland there is just the Department of Education and not a separate agency, but there is a funding
agency for ICT. There is also a national programme to deliver training to make lessons different, where
leading schools are invited to provide the training for other schools. Teachers do not receive much
training for ICT during initial teacher education but learn during practice in school.
Wäinö Aaltonen School has been active in the ATRIUM-project of the Finnish Board for Education
during 2010 and 2011. In this project the target was to develop new learning environments on the
Web. The Moodle learning platform was widely used (and still is) as a daily environment for learning
in the school. The national curriculum is also being rewritten.

Who leads the decisions about the development of ICT?
In Finland, the lead teacher outlines that whilst there has been a national focus to provide much more
equipment; there is no direction or information given. It depends on the principal and interested or
willing teachers. In school there is a leadership group who discuss and guide the school. This school
has saved a lot of money by not buying new textbooks to work through exercises. Instead, the teachers
are creating their own resources.
At Puropelto School, according to the headteacher, the use of ICT has been a key part of the school
vision and strategy for 6 years, with active involvement of Head Teacher and management granting
funds for teachers’ professional development and ICT resources.
The vision for the school is decided by the city council and the school board for all of the schools in the
city; this then determines the actual amount of funding that is made available for the schools and what
it should be used for. Puropelto School is part of the national Ubiquitous Information Society
programme; locally the school has the status of media school.
Wäinö Aaltonen School says that there is support at a national level where all the innovators can come
together. The ICT board of Education recommends that a school has an ICT co-ordinator role for 3-5
hours per week. Within the school, there is a leadership group which meets regularly to discuss and
guide the school. Students in school expect to use ICT for their learning and share evidence of how ICT
benefits their work.

What types of training and professional development are available to
teachers?
In Finland, training is delivered in town by the Computer in Education Centre. The Department for
Education provides training at a national level. In Finland, all the teachers have one Saturday in every
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semester which is a course day and teachers have to attend. It happens in every school, but every
school decides their own programme for professional development.
TOP-keskus (Computer in Learning Centre, Turku) is the main partner in developing new ways of using
IT as a part of learning. TOP-keskus is known all over Finland for its pioneering work in testing new
methods of IT-based learning. TOP-keskus also aims to improve the digital competence of teachers via
regular courses.
At Puropelto School one of the staff has provided the training. Whole staff training has been developed
as required. Teachers run small workshops to help each other and ask for guidance from other
colleagues. One of the teachers receives all the information about the courses that are available and
distributes this to the other teachers.

Are the Advanced Schools engaged in any partnerships or networks?
Wäinö Aaltonen School partners with the upper comprehensive schools of Puropelto and Luostarivuori
in Turku.
Puropelto School has formed several partnerships with the other media schools of Turku as a result of
the Ubiquitous Information Society initiative.
For several years there has been a close cooperation between Wäinö Aaltonen School and TOP-centre
(Computer in Learning Centre). This cooperation also includes shared projects with the Finnish Ministry
of Education and Culture.
In Finland, the lead teacher expressed that there are quite strict rules about partnerships with
commercial suppliers and this may bring some limitations for schools.
The use of WILMA as a Management Information System has supported the development of
partnerships and communication between home and school.
In Wäinö Aaltonen School, there is a parents’ union and parents raise money for the schools. The
school has also held an “open door day”, so parents are able to use ICT, and students could show
animation movies to parents. At present, the school does not have extensive networks between
schools but there are subject networks for maths and languages.

How is ICT being used in different subjects?
The students in Wäinö Aaltonen School are used to doing their school work by using IT. The students
have easy access to computers. Web-homework is widely used instead of exercise books; using
research projects for students, embedding the use of technologies. Use of Moodle and SkyDriveservices make it possible for students to continue their work at home after school. At home almost
100% of students in the neighbourhood of the school have access to the internet.
Using Moodle and SkyDrive-services also make it possible for teachers to give instant and regular
feedback to students. Feedback can be given over the web both during and after a project. In Wäinö
Aaltonen School, web-tests are also used in Moodle instead of traditional paper and pen tests. In these
tests it is possible to give feedback and results immediately.
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Another important emphasis in using IT in Wäinö Aaltonen School is media production. Wäiski-TV
(Wäiski is a colloquial form for Wäinö Aaltonen school) produces a new programme every Friday. The
programme is 100% made by the students of the school. There are specialised roles for the production
team of Wäiski-TV. The stories and themes in every part of Wäiski-TV are always 100% up to date.
Mostly it has something to do with everyday work in the school or special occasions during a week.
Every episode of Wäiski-TV is uploaded to YouTube where students and their parents can see the latest
edition of Wäiski-TV.
In Wäinö Aaltonen School there are 25 teachers. All teachers are familiar with ICT but there is a group
of leading users. This group consists of 12 teachers. There are groups (‘cells’) of teachers (3 -4) where
one or two “heavy users” of ICT are collegially supporting the others.
There is a variety of digital content available for teachers in Wäinö Aaltonen School. Many of the
teachers are producing their own digital content in Moodle. This content is also available for
colleagues. There is also a wide variety of publisher produced content available in Moodle for every
school subject.
In Finland, the Primary School teacher suggests that personalisation of student learning is tackled
through exercises in Moodle. However, most of the students are doing the same exercise but working
at their own pace. The differentiation is by outcome, rather than by task.
The vision for Wäinö Aaltonen School is to actively encourage the students and to give them a
possibility to structure their own learning instead of just filling in exercise books. Developing the ability
of critical thinking and choosing a relevant part of information for learning is another goal in the
strategy. In practice, the lead teacher described how this could mean, for example, using IT instead of
exercise books and producing Prezi and PowerPoint presentations “instead of just filling empty lines.”
At Puropelto School the teachers say that there is guidance available for using IT, but it is very open.
The lessons are 75 minutes long. The teacher uses the interactive whiteboard to present the key areas
of learning including the use of videos and inviting the students to demonstrate too. In the computer
lab, the students are able to undertake learning at their own pace.
The school has also explored the use of “bambuser.com” to record the lesson so that a student who is
absent can participate.
The secondary students recognise that they have access to a large amount of equipment in school and
do not need anything further. Students can bring mobile phones to school, but they do not use them
in the lesson.

What kinds of research and development are the teachers engaged
with?
In Wäinö Aaltonen School there have been common projects with the institute of Science of Education
in Turku University. For several years there has been a close cooperation between Wäinö Aaltonen
School and TOP-centre (Computer in Learning Centre). This cooperation also includes shared projects
with the Finnish Ministry of Education. The leading teacher has recently been accepted to undertake
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a postgraduate course at University, where she intends to explore the use of ICT by school principals
at a national level.
One teacher in the school has researched the work of Arne Trageton (2010), a Norwegian professor
who has written about developing students’ creative writing on computers using a particular method
of “typing” on the keyboard.

Are there particular areas that could be mainstreamed or replicated?
 Wäinö Aaltonen School demonstrates the benefits of getting older students to work with
younger students to support their learning.
 The school visits highlighted that a media group of students are engaged with the activities of
the whole school and this can help to share the learning and teaching across the school.
 In Puropelto school the headteacher has identified two staff as teacher trainers.
 As part of the Living Schools Lab Project, the teachers have also started to observe one another
teach to see what is happening.
 The training centre currently provides courses in the use of ICT within the curriculum. The
Advanced Schools could now work together with the centre to consider how the training can
be connected to whole school development.
 Teams are selected each year to produce programmes for the students with news, an interview
and the weather forecast for the week ahead.
 The headteacher observes the teachers in their classrooms and talks to the students about
their learning on a regular basis.
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France Observation Case Study
Eppu Ingrandes Sur Loire - France
Number of Students

200

Age Group of Students

5-11 years

School Website Information
Name of Headteacher

Anne-Sophie Picard

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Anne-Sophie Picard

Lycée Pilote Innovant International - France
Number of Students

500

Age Group of Students

14-18 years – Upper Secondary

School Website Information

Lycée Pilot Innovant International

Name of Principal

Madame Evelyne Azihari

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Xavier Garnier
Joel Coutable

What types of technologies and resources are available in the
Advanced Schools?
At Lycée Pilote Innovant International, every student has his own tablet. The use of tablets has allowed
the school to gather everything together in one tool in a digital workspace. The school wanted to
photocopy less, to use less paper and to make full use of the 50 minute lesson time.
In the primary school there is one computer lab, but this is in need of updating. In the classroom, there
is an interactive whiteboard, but this is on wheels and ‘parked’ at the side of the classroom. At the
front, the teacher has access to a chalkboard and a dry wipe board.
Educelem is a portal that is provides a range of software that has been put together by teachers. There
are exercises for the pre-school and primary age group. Teachers have to validate the resources.
Teachers are also allowed to take the resources in Educelem and adapt and improve them.

Are there recent national initiatives that have had an impact upon
whole school development of ICT?
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In France, the leading teacher described how CNDP is the national centre for pedagogical
documentation, not just ICT, supporting the national plan. Priority has been given to digital
workspaces with 4,000 schools equipped = 6,000,000 students; they want 6,000 schools for 2014. The
Digital homework notebook and lesson plan is compulsory across France. There are experimentations
in e-books in 69 secondary schools involving 15,000 students. There are also experimentations in the
use of tablet computers. The leading teacher described how every secondary school student has a
competency assessment on the use of the internet, called B2i. There is also an assessment for teachers
and a priority for digital safety. The Ministry of Education has a very specific platform through a
regional academy responsible for ICT training with a list of possible trainers and advertising of
conferences and seminars.
Lycée Pilote Innovant International School is the only school in France that has been identified to
implement whole school change and it receives extra funding for this. This is why the school was able
to give tablets to all the students.

Who leads the decisions about the development of ICT?
In France, the High Schools are led at a regional level. There are regional projects and this means that
the schools can access additional funding to participate and receive specific support. The Living Cloud
Project is a regional project which should grow. The National Agency for ICT is also part of the Living
Cloud Project.
Regional support also offers internet connection to families at home for a cheaper price.
At a regional level, there are two institutions providing support; one is responsible for technology and
services, whilst the second is responsible for staffing and pedagogical advice.
The deputy principal of the school is responsible for the ICT, but there is a collective team who
undertake the work in the classrooms. The school has a four year project called “The Living Cloud”,
which is not viewed as an ICT project but as an innovation project for the school.
The lead teacher also outlined that there is no fixed management team in schools. However, there are
several teachers who work together to lead projects. There is also a pedagogical council at a regional
level which has lead teachers from across the projects. Joel Coutable describes how all of the ideas for
change are “user centred, it answers their needs.”
In the Primary School, the headteacher leads by example, and is responsible for the day to day
management of the school. However, the decisions about the development of the school are made at
a regional level with the board of the school. The primary school teachers are observed by the
inspector and recommendations are then made about the regional training requirements and school
needs.
“The role of the ICT facilitator is to help, to train, but not to force the teacher. It is not possible to fit
the teacher to a template. He can motivate the teacher and respect the pedagogical freedom, which
is important in France.”
Advisers are trained by the inspector or other advisers. They can choose a subject to be trained in, they
never work alone. As far as possible, the advisers work in teams but also work with seconded teachers.
They try to discuss, provide peer to peer support and collate good examples from the area.
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What types of training and professional development are available to
teachers?
At Lycée Pilote Innovant International there are workshops twice a year where the school looks at what
has been achieved and plans the next set of actions. The heads of department meets once a month to
discuss the pedagogical needs of the teachers. Teachers are curious and want to initiate ideas. Two
teachers have recently been given additional time to look at the use of tablets and to explore the
practice across the school and to support other teachers.
During the Link Observation Visit to the Primary school, there was also opportunity to interview one
of the local ICT advisers. He commented: “Advisers have to take the teachers from the level they are
working at.” The adviser explained that the inspector was able to focus the professional development
in the area to ICT development across the different subjects in the curriculum. Alongside this, the
inspector has been able to arrange for any companies providing equipment to all the schools through
regional procurement must also provide the training with the equipment. The local adviser has
delivered the training at a regional level for four years and he knows the level the teachers are working
at. The inspector has gone into every single classroom over the past four years and he is beginning to
see some of the schools for a second time now.
At present, there is a virtual learning environment being implemented at a regional level. The advisers
will provide 2 days’ training for 15 teachers. Every district can choose the VLE that they want. This
Advanced School selected the VLE from the company called itslearning.

Are the Advanced Schools engaged in any partnerships or networks?
The lead teacher highlighted some of the potential benefits of the school partnerships. This school
belongs to a network of innovative schools in France (“FESPI” Network). The schools are progressive
and radical with their innovations. One of the benefits of these partnerships is that it has enabled the
schools to provide common training. The schools also have a virtual platform where teachers can share
digital resources.
At a national level, the schools are generally more nervous of commercial partners because they are
conscious of the legalities attached to following procurement guidelines. However, schools welcome
the opportunity to work with a single supplier to provide resources and training for the teachers. E.g.
The teacher refers to recent provision of equipment and materials provided by Acer.

How is ICT being used in different subjects?
There is an ICT curriculum, but the teacher can choose to deliver this in any way and this means that
there is a huge variation between teachers. In the Primary School identified within this project, the
headteacher has largely focussed on developing the use of ICT in Mathematics at this stage.
Students are giving individual support during mentoring time called Needs Deepening Mentor time
“NDM” and a mentor a teacher will have 10 students. Mentors change each year and they have to
keep records to ensure that information can be passed on. There is a teacher in school who is
responsible for individual target setting, but also part of the mentoring time is for this. Each student
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has a webfolio and the teacher aims to use this to enable the student to include some of their
development and achievements.
The school also has lessons called IDM which stands for interdisciplinary modules; in these lessons the
students cover various curriculum topics and the mathematics and use of languages is also interwoven
with ICT.

What kinds of research and development are the teachers engaged
with?
Lycée Pilote Innovant International are working with Poitiers University to capture the use of the
tablets.
As a school, the secondary teachers have identified an innovation team and have begun to keep a blog
to log their progress and their challenges. This also has a section of frequently asked questions. As part
of the Living Schools Lab project, the secondary school will open this up to the Regional Hub in Poitiers.

Are there particular areas that could be mainstreamed or replicated?
 Xavier Garnier said: “Innovation can also come from adapting to the new students that we
have, we continue to be reflective over the kind of environment we are in.”
 In the Primary School, the headteacher says that there is no vision for the school, because
there is focus on the current day to day success. “It is a heavy curriculum and a need to
maintain standards to prepare the students for secondary school. Traditions have challenged
innovation.”
 At LPII, the teachers are keeping a blog to talk about their implementation of tablets and to
encourage the teachers to support one another.
 The digital portfolio at the secondary school allows the mentors to see the comments that the
teachers are making across the individual student profile.
 In the Secondary School, the science teacher has worked with a local expert to create
resources.
 In the Primary school the teacher uses templates to give the students more time to
concentrate on their lesson to gather the information.
 There should be further consideration to how ICT leads to changes in the curriculum and this
needs to progress through with the students from Primary to Secondary school.
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Norway Observation Case Study
Skjelnan School, TromsØ, Norway
Number of Students

250

Age Group of Students

6-13 years

School Website Information

http://skjelnan.tromsoskolen.no/

Name of Principal

Rune Torsteinsen

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Anders Rasmussen

Tromstun School – TromsØ, Norway
Number of Students

420

Age Group of Students

11-14 years

School Website Information

http://tromstun.tromsoskolen.no/

Name of Principal

Lena Abrahamsen

LSL Lead Project Teachers

Sturla Vik, Kay Larssen

What types of technologies and resources are available in the Advanced Schools?
Skjelnan School has internet access in all classrooms and there is also a wireless network across the
whole school. The school also uses GPS in geocaching activities. Several classrooms also have their own
computers. The school has a digital platform for parents and students for communication, involvement
and collaboration. All plans are digital and available on internet. The school also use social media as
mean of communication. Twelve months ago, the school invested in a class set of iPads that can be
booked out by the teacher.
At Skjelnan School, the city council has also recently given some extra funding and this has been used
to buy PCs and several classrooms now have four or five PCs at one side of the room.
The school uses Mobil Skole7 to send SMS messages to parents and they can also send texts back to
the headteacher. One parent in each class is included in the parents’ union and they can also send
texts to the other parents.
The headteacher believes that the implementation of iPads allowed the teachers to become personal
users of technology because they took ownership. The iPads have then been implemented into the

7

Mobile Skole – SMS Service for parents from school
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classroom. The next stage is for the teachers to allow the students to make some of their own decisions
about what they learn.
Tromstun School is a new school which opened in 2012. Each classroom is equipped with an interactive
whiteboard and a lectern with a PC for the class teacher. Students in year 9 have access to individual
laptops. In September 2013, a regional development began to equip all year 8 with their own laptops.
In Tromstun School, the ICT coordinator demonstrated how she is able to operate a paperless
classroom. Students do not need to do any work in exercise books.

Are there recent national initiatives that have had an impact upon
whole school development of ICT?
In Norway, TromsØ has a National Centre for ICT. The leading teacher expressed that at present the
centre does not play a central role in guiding the schools or sharing best practice with the schools. They
do have a lab but it is difficult to access. However, he suggested that the Living Schools Lab project has
allowed the National Centre to play a more significant role because of the expectation to develop a
regional hub. There are 40 schools in the municipality and this project could allow them to collaborate
better.
In Norway, there is technical support provided by three teachers from City Hall. These teachers
specialise in ICT and work across all forty schools within the region. For example, there is training in
the use of iPads, spreadsheets, communication and collaboration, SMARTboards. There is also a
technical centre and an online service desk with technicians. This is a free service. As a school the
advisory training and support can be booked to provide specific training. They come into school to do
this for ten hours per term during the academic year and usually provide support to the whole staff,
but sometimes to specific groups of teachers.
There is a national plan for ICT and a regional plan that the schools are able to follow. This clearly
outlines for the schools what they need to achieve for each age group. It defines the learning goals for
the students and the software that they should use. The challenge for the schools is to connect the ICT
plan to the whole school vision. It is also important to ensure that all teachers know the contents of
the plan. There are examples of activities and then three different levels for what students should
achieve.

Who leads the decisions about the development of ICT?
In Skjelnan School, the headteacher has been at the school since 1996. Teachers got their own
computer in 2001. The school was one of the first in the area to get its own computer lab. It was also
the first school with SMART boards four and a half years ago.
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As an Advanced School, the headteacher says that the Skjelnan School has a 25% turnover in
the equipment each year, to ensure that it stays up to date.
Parents have helped to finance additional technology resources; for example, the Parent
Teacher Association contributed towards the funding of iPads. The school has also provided
one evening for parents on netiquette and an evening on e-safety for three hours.
All the ICT Co-ordinators in TromsØ meet every other month at a regional level to discuss new
technologies and applications.

What types of training and professional development are available to
teachers?
At Skjelnan School the headteacher has had a strong focus on training for all of the staff. Pedagogical
change has been encouraged through training and workshops. Whole staff meetings are used for staff
to showcase practice. The headteacher does not observe lessons, but he does have conversations with
the teachers and with the students about their learning.
The interactive whiteboard is an important tool that the teachers cannot live without. The headteacher
believes that the iPad has “allowed the learning to become more personalised”. This is because the
teacher can take it home and continue learning in their own time, enabling them to think about the
individual needs of their own students.
This year the school has identified a single focus on Mathematics. 16 teachers out of 22 will take a
course to provide support to address student learning needs in mathematics. Teachers will do the
training on line and use staff meeting time to do it. They have to do 50 hours.
The school has a close network with 5 other schools. They host workshops for the other teachers and
the headteacher has also provided some consultancy for those schools. The school can also receive
training and support from pedagogical experts who are based at a regional level. These teachers will
come into school.
In Tromstun School, the ICT co-ordinator is responsible for delivering the training and also goes in to
deliver lessons with the students so that the other teachers can watch. The principal and the
headteacher observe lessons once a year and give the teachers feedback. The principles for the
observation are agreed prior to the visit.
The staff have participated in workshops in the school and at the National Centre for ICT in Education.
Two teachers have also participated this autumn in iTEC (Innovative Technologies for an Engaging
Classroom) at European Schoolnet.

Are the Advanced Schools engaged in any partnerships or networks?
There is no tradition of working with commercial partners in school. The secondary school does work
with the University.
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How is ICT being used in different subjects?
Skjelnan School has been working with implementation of SMARTboards in all the classrooms for the
last 2.5 years. Teachers use SMARTboards in their everyday teaching. The school has also had a
computer lab since 2001. The school publishes the students’ weekly schedule on the website
(http://skjelnan.tromsoskolen.no). It makes it easy to follow the class curriculum and the assessments
for every week.
During the observation there was evidence of carousel activities where students moved through four
activities in one hour and some of these involved the student having individual use of a PC or iPad with
headphones. At Skjelnan School the classroom rotation is significant because this allows the students
more time to access the technology with focussed tasks.
The 12-13 year olds compete in the First Lego league each year and use Robolab and Lego Mindstorms
to demonstrate their computer programming skills.
At Tromstun School, all students use ICT on daily basis, in every subject. They show evidence of benefits
through student-to-student courses and a high level of presentation skills. Students can access their
own school documents from their home computers at any time. All plans are digital and available on
internet. The school also use social media such as Facebook to communicate news from the website
and general information.
They have access through their user account to several resources which contains software used to
personalise their learning. Students make presentation of their work both on PC and tablets. Students
use educational software relevant to their curriculum.
Students get feedback though digital media i.e. texts, audio and instantly through use of digital white
boards.
Tromstun has also been focussing on methodology for the students and setting targets.

What kinds of research and development are the teachers engaged
with?
In Norway, the leading teacher commented that he is undertaking his Master’s degree on the
implementation of iPads in school. This was for his own personal professional development. He had
also recognised the need to undertake the research on a current topic within his own school.
The school is already in an existing project which provides experiences which it shares through the
National Centre for ICT in Education’s blog. Educational software in available in English, Norwegian,
Science and Social Science.
In addition to this, there are four teachers working along with the headteacher regularly to showcase
ICT in several subjects.

Are there particular areas that could be mainstreamed or replicated?
 The eTwinning project could be replicated.
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 There are monthly meetings with the ICT co-ordinators to look at current developments.
 At Skjelnan school, the developing physical space for creativity, science and technology could
be replicated. Rather than a computer lab with just PCs around the edge, the room also has
space to have science equipment, lego, and the use of tablet devices.
 Engaging with national competitions gives the students a real brief to work to.
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Italy Observation Case Study
Istituto Comprensivo di Cadeo , Italy
Number of Students

1200

Age Group of Students

6-15 years

School Website Information

http://www.istitutocomprensivocadeo.it/

Name of Principal

Mr Daniele Barca

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Angelo Bardini
Giovanna Rosi

ITIS Majorana, Italy
Number of Students

1198

Age Group of Students

15-19 years

School Website Information

http://www.majoranabrindisi.it/

Name of Principal

Salvatore Giuliano

LSL Lead Project Teachers:

Salvatore Giuliano
Daniela Di Giuseppe
Giaocchino Margarito

What types of technologies and resources are available in the
Advanced Schools?
The state Comprensivo Istituto di Cadeo and Pontenure is introducing technologies in most of its
classes and it is recognised at national level for its effective use of ICT. As a regional service centre it
has been involved in assistive technologies for disabilities and dyslexia for ten years: it provides
students, parents and teachers with educational aids, assistive and adaptive technologies and training
courses on how to use them. Described by the school as a campus for students with Learning
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Disabilities (LD), it serves the whole province of Piacenza. It consists of a lab-type learning environment
(in extra school hours) aimed at learning how to use dyslexia learning aids, resources, software and
tools.
The library has a surface of 500 square metres; it is considered by the school as the heart of the
educational activity. Its guidelines draw inspiration from the ten “rights of the reader” by Daniel
Pennac.
Since 2009 it has been involved in the project “Classroom 2.0” issued by the Italian Ministry of
Education, University and Research (MIUR) with a class from the secondary school and one class from
the primary. It has also introduced the use of iPads with its own funds in two classes of the secondary
school with the aim to become a School 2.0. The means that the school would be given the task to
assess and order interactive whiteboards for primary and secondary schools of the province and
nearby provinces. Students use the interactive whiteboard and tablets every day; they work in small
groups and they are strongly involved in the activities for the whole class as well as in paired work.
The school has recently started to establish a homogeneous system for all innovation within the school,
in order to create a digital curriculum across the different subjects planning grow and improve, through
methodologies and technologies that are appropriate and consistent with the age of students. The
school has recently provided the students of the nursery school (3 to 5 years old) with a digital wall
(touchscreen wall) to let them express their feelings and relations. The students of the primary school
(from 6 to 10 years old) have immersive digital content that can be accessed easily and quickly.
Students in the secondary school have the opportunity to use technologies every day at school as well
as at home.
In ITIS Majorana, the classes are provided with one tablet per student, an interactive whiteboard and
Wi-Fi connection. Textbooks are digital and interactive and they are printed out by the school itself
thus reducing the costs for the families. A digital learning environment is available, where students can
also find recorded lessons in case they are not present. Students’ attendance, activities and
performances are tracked and recorded by the use of a personal digital student card.
The Wi-Fi broadband connection is available in the school and since students have their own devices
and are responsible for them, they can use them in the school library or in other school areas, thus
enhancing the informal learning or peer education sessions during all the school day.
The school council is entirely involved in the use of technology across the school. All curriculum
subjects are covered (Italian language, History, Geography, Sciences, Chemistry, English, Physics, Law
and Economics, Mathematics, Informatics, Design and Technology, Natural sciences). The project
started in 2007 and has progressively involved new schools into the network.
Digital textbooks, resources and software are regularly used during lessons. In order to keep digital
textbooks and resources up-to-date, teachers are involved, together with their peers from the other
partner schools, not only in the selection of online digital content but also in the production of it,
according to students’ learning styles and achievement. The project started mainly because textbooks
were considered as not suitable to students and a decision was taken to produce them according to
end-users needs and preferences. Some students take part in the review of digital content material
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and, during the Link Observation Visit, there was opportunity to hear from some of the students who
had authored one of the books.
When the project started in 2007, the school was alone in this innovation process. They immediately
got the support from the families because this innovation project on textbooks allowed them to save
up to 500 € each year and to invest part of that money on personal technological devices (such as
laptops, tablets, etc.). There are commercial and private sponsors:
http://www.bookinprogress.it/patrocini.php

Are there recent national initiatives that have had an impact upon
whole school development of ICT?
Indire is the national agency in Italy in charge of the teacher training at a national level. It is part of the
Ministry of Education where the advisers provide policy advice but also training, including blended
courses on technology.
There are regional offices for the Ministry and each region autonomously issues calls for proposals for
schools to apply for funding to support other schools.
The agency has been responsible for the organisation and implementation of several “Actions”. The
initial action was to provide interactive whiteboards (IWB) and training; this was co-ordinated across
the country by regional offices for Indire. 36,000 IWB were installed in schools and schools have bought
some of their own = 52,000 altogether.
A second action was class action 2.0, the aim of this was to provide students with PC access and to
bridge the gap between learning at school and at home.
A third action was 2.0 – school action – this was about the transformation of whole school in a flexible
environment where teaching and extra curriculum collaborative activities enable collaborative
learning – 50 schools, 1400 teachers and 15000 students.
The leading teacher, Daniela di Giuseppe from ITIS Majorana, felt that the implementation of ICT over
the years by the government has led to “a completely new world, a complete revolution…my teaching
is completely different now. I can encourage the students to initiate their own learning; they are at the
centre of their own learning path.”

Who leads the decisions about the development of ICT?
The Principal in each school is responsible for ICT implementation. “Teachers are proactive and want
to learn.” The lead teacher is able to give examples of staff who have taken part in professional
development of their own accord, even though it is not compulsory. In both of the schools, there is
evidence of a leadership group who meet regularly to review the development of ICT in school.

What types of training and professional development are available to
teachers?
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Training usually takes place in the afternoon, after school. Training is mandatory for NQT’s and this is
provided by INDIRE at a regional level. Istituto Comprensivo di Cadeo has been promoting ICT training
courses at district, provincial and inter-provincial level since 1999. These training courses are organised
partly as a frontal lesson and partly as a lab/workshop. Experimental projects are: Classroom 2.0,
issued by MIUR, and School Digital Publishing (EDS).
The deputy headteacher explained that the care the school has always taken for technological
innovation and training activities has allowed the formation of a group of teachers who provide ICT
training within the school and who are recognised as leading users and teacher trainers on the use of
ICT.
ICT has been embedded across the curriculum for at least 4 years, the school being spurred by the
ministerial project “Classroom 2.0” and by its interest in testing and experiencing technologies. The
teachers of Classrooms 2.0 take part regularly in training courses organised by the Regional School
Office together with the University of Bologna.
At present it is promoting training courses, at provincial level, based on the teachers’ needs for a basic
use of interactive whiteboards, effective teaching strategies, development of teaching experiences
about integration and inclusion. It also participates in a teaching innovation project (by MIUR)
concerning digital publishing and new learning environments.
In this Advanced School in Italy, the motivation for teachers to undertake training is because teachers
believe that ICT makes a difference to learning. They help each other to learn how to use new tools.
The teachers have not dedicated a regular time to the sharing of practice, but support each other as
and when needed. Daniela Di Giuseppe describes teachers in the Advanced School as “proactive and
they want to learn.” Teachers have taken part in continuing professional development on their own
accord, even if it is not compulsory, and to do this they will attend sessions after school in the
afternoon. She comments that “Training is a right and a duty.”
This Advanced School has also undertaken training from some commercial providers e.g. Apple.
In one of the Advanced Schools in Italy, there are two teachers who are trainers for interactive
whiteboards. Several other teachers are also external experts for the use of iPads and different
subjects. This means that they provide training to teachers from across the region. Training is
delivered in the secondary school in the library and also in the ICT lab. This school also embraces
opportunities to engage with teachers from other schools to enhance practice; for example, the lead
teacher was able to give the example of three teachers from Milan visiting the school to speak about
how to enhance the motivation of students in English using ICT e.g. with IWB and learning platforms.

Are the Advanced Schools engaged in any partnerships or networks?
Both of the headteachers recognise that it is the headteacher’s job is to raise money for the school and
therefore it is important to work in partnership with others. Both of the Advanced Schools have used
technology to engage in partnership working with the parents. In ITIS Majorana, the messages from
the electronic register are connected directly to the mobile telephone. Parents can see if their child
has attended the lessons.
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Partnerships with other school are mainly based on projects, they usually last one year, although this
is not always fixed. The school is also working with some upper secondary schools.
The school is also trying to build a virtual relationship with parents. This is the first year of electronic
reports on the web. If parents have problems with access then print outs are available.
At ITIS Majorana, Book in Progress network meets twice a year physically. There are leaders for every
subject who collect all the material. Quality assurance is done by the teachers themselves. Teachers
volunteer to be involved in the project and they are not necessarily paid, however they can receive
incentives from their school.
The school has a good relationship with parents and they are willing to provide financial support to the
school. Some parents make voluntary contributions, for example thirty euros per child or 50 euro for
two students – nearly all parents believe in doing this.
One of the schools is supported by a local company with the provision of technology. There is a local
non-profit organisation - a foundation which helps the school to raise money. This is mainly run by the
secondary deputy and local authority.

How is ICT being used in different subjects?
ICT is being used across the curriculum in History and Geography, the school has identified resources
with a variety of images, the virtual tours of museums and other places of historical and geographical
interest. The primary classes are experimenting with digital publishing through learning environments
such as e-books and 3D navigation in the form of a game. In other subjects, such as Italian and Maths,
students make use of specific software, learning objects and digital learning content. Through the
interactive whiteboard and tablets, either the whole class or groups of students easily gather, compare
and reflect on ideas.
In Italy the lead teacher acknowledges that the school believes that having a personal device for each
student helps to personalise the learning. Students can work on their own and learn at their own pace.
In school, students with specific learning needs are able to access appropriate software. However, the
school has recognised that it is useful to identify a list of software for your students.
Students use the interactive whiteboard and tablets every day, making use of digital cameras, video
cameras and "apps”. Then they employ specific software for photo and video editing in order to get a
final high-quality product. The interactive whiteboard and tablets are also a means to providing
students with reinforcing/strengthening activities about content that they have already dealt with in
class.
The class e-mail and Dropbox supports and enlarges communication modes within the class and with
families: by these means students and teachers keep also in touch with students who have to stay
away from school for long periods, for health reasons or because they go back the their countries. Up
to now there has been a regular exchange of materials concerning school and culture that has enriched
the whole class.
In addition to technologies students can access in the classroom, the labs for Mathematics and Science,
Music, Art have their own interactive whiteboards and specific software.
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What kinds of research and development are the teachers engaged
with?
The leading school in Italy highlighted how the school has links with some Universities. Across the
school staff, most colleagues are also engaged in research on the internet that informs their classroom
practice.

Are there particular areas that could be mainstreamed or replicated?
 Use of libraries in schools – The school in Piacenza has demonstrated the importance of the
library and how the physical space is being used to develop the use of technologies within
learning and teaching.
 Opportunities for the school to open beyond the hours of the school day to the community to
use equipment.
 The afternoon learning labs have allowed technology to be implemented across the
curriculum.
 The teacher encourages the students to take different roles in lessons by giving each student
a badge with a responsibility.
 There are whole school projects across the school that involve teachers from different
departments.
 The school has given consideration to the tools that the student requires for learning within
the “learning rucksack”.
 The creation of digital textbooks by teachers and students.
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4. Findings and Recommendations
The following findings and recommendations are based on the interviews and Link Observation Visits
that have been completed between June and October 2013 to six of the countries participating within
the project including the UK, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Norway and Italy. These will be captured
further during the phase two visits (November 2013 to February 2014) to the Advanced Schools in the
remaining project countries (Cyprus, Belgium, Portugal, Ireland, Lithuania, Austria).
The discussions and presentations from the National Focus Groups, happening alongside the
observation visits, will be used in the further development of the national case studies. This will be
done with the assistance of each of the National Coordinators, with the final case studies being
supported by the videos being developed in the second year of the project.
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the biggest challenges for the education system is the
significant differences between schools both within and across countries, all of which are affected by
multiple factors including different and ever changing political structures, funding, leadership and
governance, training and professional development. Inevitably, this leads to changes in staffing,
resources and the curriculum. The observation of these Advanced Schools in the LSL project provides
a unique insight into these leading schools showcasing innovative practice and demonstrating to all
schools the mainstream use of ICT.
The interim report findings and recommendations will be disseminated to the partners in the project
to provide further sharing of practice. Together with the observation blog, the case studies provide a
wealth of ideas for consideration at all different levels: in the classroom, across the school, within the
regional/national and for pan-European collaboration.
The evidence shows that technology is being used across all areas of the schools and it has enabled
students to learn in new ways and to transform the types of learning activities the students undertake
at school and at home. In some schools, the technology has introduced the school to an extended
professional dialogue about learning and teaching across the whole school.

Findings
These findings are based on the interviews and the Link Observation Visits to the countries in phase
one only. This will be captured further in the forthcoming visits and this information will be used to
inform the creation of the professional development course.

1: Innovation and Whole School Change
Some of the schools do not have a vision for the development of the use of technology; instead they
have ideas that are dependent on future funding from the regional board or municipality. This is a
fragmentation that can be highlighted for consideration to ensure that schools have a direct line of
funding for continual ICT development, rather than an adhoc approach.
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Advanced Schools within the project are able to demonstrate the importance of a “team” approach.
This means that rather than the single ICT champion, there is usually more than one person who has
some responsibility to demonstrate the use of ICT within their teaching and to share their practice with
other colleagues in school. Some of the schools have a headteacher who has been in post for more
than ten years and the implementation of technology has been continuously layered over that time to
reflect the changing types of technology available.
The role of ICT co-ordinator does not formally exist in all countries. However, the Advanced Schools
have identified a lead teacher to take developments forward for the use of ICT across the school. In
some schools this is focussed on training, whereas in some schools the individual is also responsible
for the decisions about purchasing and the implementation of technology at a whole school level.
Unfortunately, some ICT co-ordinators still take a huge responsibility for the technical support for staff.
Across the Advanced Schools, the ‘principal’, head teacher or deputy head teacher or the combined
efforts of these take a lead role in ensuring the funding and securing opportunities for teachers to be
engaged in activities that will lead to developing practice.
The headteachers have recognised that the provision of ICT equipment is on-going and schools need a
‘funding line’ to reflect this within their whole school development. In some schools funding is still
based on ‘one-off projects’ and offers no solution to mainstream.
There are examples from some of the schools of students taking a role as digital leaders. For example,
in Broadclyst Community Primary School in the UK and Wäinö Aaltonen School in Finland, there are
students creating broadcasts and taking responsibility for interviewing external guests and capturing
the school’s progress through digital media. This is then used to showcase the school and promote the
achievements of students. It enables the students to believe that someone is interested in their
progress and connects school to the external world. In some of the schools there are large digital
display screens around the school and these are currently used to share the timetable, daily activities
and photographs of activities. In some of the more Advanced Schools there are more regular updates
with students’ work, video clips and celebration of recent achievement. This celebrates the work of
the students and provides a live currency to the information. These examples help to demonstrate the
use of ICT across the school and engage all staff and students in whole school development.
Some of the Advanced Schools have engaged students with whole school development. This has been
achieved in a number of ways. Students have been involved with the decisions about how learning
could be different, for example in ITIS Majorana in Italy. Several schools have also identified students
to be trained to learn how to use specific software. These students have then provided support to the
teacher during lessons.
In the Advanced Practitioner schools the change has been at classroom level and is more concerned
with the integration of ICT across the curriculum. Schools benefit from being able to align their
integration of ICT to a whole school development. School development is the continuous change built
upon the professional reflection and action plans of the leadership and innovators within the school
community. It needs to be focussed on the curriculum and connect to the wider world of education.
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2: Infrastructure
There is a considerable variation in the level of equipment and resources that are available to schools
across the project, with a mix of older and newer technologies. This is to be expected as all the schools
have invested in technology over a period of years. This spread was reflected in the results of the LSL
ICT audit of schools that took place within the project, and also echoed in the wider picture captured
by the Commission’s “Survey of schools: ICT in Education” (ESSIE) published in 20138 which took place
across 31 different countries.
In some countries, there is a direct connection between the regional activity and the development in
school. However, this can be purely about the provision of funding for schools. E.g. some schools
receive funding from the regional authorities on an annual basis, but they can decide how this should
be spent; whereas other schools receive funding, but this is in response to a ‘bid’ or particular action
identified in the regional plan. Schools can therefore find it difficult to plan their own developments as
they do not know how much funding they will receive.
Internet connectivity to support teaching and learning across the schools is prevalent, supporting the
use of either their own virtual learning environments, to provide access to teaching resources for
students and teachers, supporting learning at school and at home, more opportunities for formative
assessments, greater inclusion of the parents and a few examples of cloud based applications. The
quality of the internet connection varies, but in the Advanced Schools there is a growing expectation
of wireless connectivity throughout the school. Many of the schools have specialised, for example in
multimedia broadcasting (Finland, UK), digital publishing (Italy). Faced with the on-going challenge of
funding to maintain the level of investment in infrastructure, schools have adopted different
approaches, from industry partnerships and parental support particularly in the purchase of 1:1
devices. The move to 1:1 is one of the themes being followed within the project itself, where a group
of advanced schools are working together to showcase and demonstrate their practice – not of the
technology itself, rather the change in teaching and learning approaches. There is evidence that the
use of free software apps, cloud-based applications and communication technologies such as Skype,
supports increased work outside the school and growing collaboration with other schools through such
networks as e.g. e-Twinning.
However, even in the Advanced Schools there are examples of equipment that has been poorly
installed and needs to be updated or replaced completely. In most of the schools there is at least one
computer lab with PCs for students to work in pairs; however in some cases these are out of date and
in need of replacing. This reflects the on-going challenge of funding, and is a result that again is
reflected within the ESSIE survey results published in 2013.
Across the project, there are some of the Advanced Schools that have only one PC or laptop in the
classroom that is connected to the interactive whiteboard or digital projector. Again, this reflects
funding constraints, where choices have to be made. However, it does show that, while this could be
considered the desired minimum by the teachers in the schools, combined with efficient connectivity
and access across the school, it does not prevent a move to whole school adoption of technology in
teaching and learning within the Advanced School.

8

Survey of schools: ICT in Education https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/node/51275
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Schools have moved beyond the provision of a computer lab by making some PCs or laptops available
in all classrooms. In the Primary Schools, there are examples of where there are 4 – 10 pcs per
classroom to allow teachers to divide the classes into smaller groups for each activity and give some
students’ individual or paired time within the mainstream lesson. This has been achieved in a variety
of ways. Some teachers allow a selected group of students for each lesson whilst others have rotated
the whole class within a one hour activity to ensure that all students are allowed regular access.
Some schools have invested in a class set of portable devices including laptops, netbooks and tablets.
These are available for the teachers and students to book using a timetable. In the schools with
increased access each student has a dedicated device, but these are not always allowed home. Even
where tablet devices are not available on a 1:1 basis, they are used within group work to encourage
students to collaborate, with the tablet devices used to capture evidence of progress within the lesson,
along with supporting with photos and videos. Some of the Advanced Schools have piloted with 1:1
devices and recognise advantages to allowing the student to have continued access to the same device,
as a functional device to support the move towards more personalised learning. The speed of this
move towards a single device per student depends on funding options, with increased parental funding
supporting this move and ‘Bring Your Own Device’ (BYOD). Some of the schools at this stage are
focussing on one mobile device per two students because they cannot ask for extensive parental
contributions.
Students are also using their technology at home to access teaching and learning resources, and for
assessments through school Virtual Learning Environments and the use of cloud-based solutions such
as Google docs and dropbox. Students highlighted in the Czech Republic that whilst there is access to
a PC at home, it can sometimes be difficult to print and therefore it is useful to have a resource area
in school that is available for students to use. The Advanced School in Norway shows the move towards
the paperless classroom, with resultant savings on printing costs.

3: Teacher Professional Development
Across the twelve countries there are significant differences in the training and professional
development that teachers have to complete. In some countries there is an expectation for all teachers
to complete a minimum number of hours of training. However, teachers comment that this varies in
quality and delivery. Some schools have identified key teaching staff to be responsible for training
other teachers and this is a model that could be replicated. This has also included giving staff the
responsibility to be part of a network of teachers that meets regularly to discuss the latest
developments and resources. There is inconsistency in the training that is available for teachers; whilst
most can access ‘technical’ training to learn how to use the technology, there are fewer examples of
training with pedagogical development.
In Italy, the teachers expressed that “it is the professional responsibility of teachers to undertake
professional development otherwise you will not be able to engage with students and the use of
technologies that they already have access to outside school.” This level of self-motivation by teachers
to take responsibility of their own CPD is again echoed in the ESSIE survey mentioned above.
In the secondary school in France, “teachers don’t just talk about sharing practice, teachers plan
together and subsequently practice is shared.”
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In Finland, the training centre delivers regional training to support the schools. This is a free service.
However, at present the training is focussed specifically on ICT.
Across the project the schools have identified many different types of Continuing Professional
Development including:
Formal, usually face to face






Training led by the teacher trainer in school
Introductory or refresher training led by the commercial supplier in school
Training from a regional training centre
Commercial Supplier training
Subject specific training led by a teacher trainer within a subject network or the expert in
school
 Age group specific training for particular groups of students
Informal, self-initiated, sometimes online
 Individual support from another teacher in school
 Peer review amongst fellow teachers
 Online webinars
This seems to begin with new technologies in school being introduced by a commercial supplier or
local trainer and beyond that most training is either from a regional training centre or from another
member of staff in school. However, the latter of these is not always formalised.
The observation visit interviews have highlighted that not all of the Advanced Schools involved in the
project have a particular strategy for formally training staff. This varies enormously across the project
schools. In some of the schools, the staff are dependent on the existing knowledge of one teacher and
will ask the teacher for advice or help as they need more knowledge. However, in other schools there
is a more formal and regular schedule of training that is linked to the whole school development. In
the majority of schools, there are opportunities to share practice and examples of lesson ideas both
formally and informally. This includes activities within staff meetings or specific time that is allocated
to all teachers to look at examples of practice, i.e. a ‘market-place’ for staff to share ideas. One of the
main challenges for schools is finding the time to attend training and professional development either
within or beyond the school day.
Some of the Advanced Schools are themselves, centres of excellence responsible for teacher training
to networks of local schools.
In Norway, one of the Advanced Schools has introduced team teaching to allow the leading teacher to
demonstrate how to use new software to another group of students during the lesson whilst working
together.
In some countries there are an allocated number of hours for professional development. Teachers also
achieve additional opportunities for career progression. This is something that could be standardised
across the European schools community.
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It is a challenge for the teachers to view themselves as researchers and yet the Advanced Schools have
recognised the benefits of capturing the process of change. The STEPs plan has encouraged the schools
to define a specific area that they are trying to develop in terms of ICT.

4: Curriculum and Pedagogy
Across the project there are various examples of where the curriculum has been changed and ICT is
now integral to learning and teaching across many subjects. There is also a mixture of central direction
and support in this curriculum change, and where schools’ are leading on the initiatives themselves in
the absence of any central/regional direction (e.g.UK schools, following the demise of the governmentfunded organisation BECTA). This is particularly evident in Shireland Collegiate Academy in the UK with
the Literacy for Life Programme and also in Istituto Comprehensive Cadeo in Italy where the school has
introduced learning labs in the afternoon.
At a country/regional level, in Norway, the curriculum has been matched to specific software and key
descriptors. In Finland, the national curriculum is being rewritten. In France, priority is being given to
digital workspaces, where the digital homework notebook and lesson plan is compulsory across France.
Also in France, students are given individual support during mentoring time, called Needs Deepening
Mentor time (NDM), where the student spends 10 minutes with a mentor on a weekly basis.
There is also a mix in the growth of online portals with teaching and learning resources, with some at
national level, and others at school level. The largest online community for teachers in the Czech
Republic is a methodological portal that is run by an organisation under the Ministry of Education, with
the materials on this portal reviewed by peers. In the UK, it is done mainly at the school level, with for
example, Shireland Academy, providing access to all their teaching and learning resources through the
school’s learning gateway, as well as the concept of “Stuck power-points” created on main teaching
topics in the school and accessible to all students via the school’s learning gateway.
In the Czech Republic, one teacher has been identified as a project manager across a number of
innovation projects in school. This role allows a single teacher to have an overview of how the ICT can
be connected to potential collaboration and funding sources.

Recommendations
The recommendations have been separated into three levels for the National Co-ordinators and the
Regional Hubs, the Advanced Schools and the Advanced Practitioners, naturally there is some areas
which overlap. At the end of each case study, the areas that could be mainstreamed or replicated have
been identified from the Advanced Schools; these have been highlighted further in this section where
they are not dependent on the context of a particular setting within a country.
These draft recommendations are primarily to share with the LSL network schools, to help with the
development of the network in year two. They use the language of the project (National Coordinators,
regional hubs etc.) and are not intended at this stage, to be general recommendations for wider
dissemination, but they will feed into the analysis and the final report.
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At this stage, there is a recommendation that the concept of the Regional Hub is something that can
be expanded and mainstreamed. There does not need to be a huge financial cost to this concept. The
idea is that schools across the region work together on particular developments in the use and
application of technology across the curriculum. At a very simple level, this could be a meeting for
teachers to share ideas and look at new technologies. However, there are also potential benefits to
exploring joint purchases or collaborative training or projects. The Regional Hub could also involve
opportunities for students to share ideas. Ultimately, these can be co-ordinated by schools for schools.
The Advanced Schools and Advanced Practitioners have expressed the advantages of some face to face
meetings.
In some countries there is a cultural barrier to schools having a direct involvement with commercial
suppliers. Commercial suppliers could seek avenues to enable local resellers to support school
development. Schools need equipment for validation purposes and the commercial company needs
evidence from research. The ideal scenario is for Regional Hubs to identify Advanced Schools to be
able to validate emerging technologies and pedagogical approaches.
National Co-ordinators and Regional Hubs should:
 Have a common focus for Advanced Schools and Advanced Practitioners and bring teachers
together (face to face or online) to address common issues and potential resolutions.
 Meet 2-3 times per year
 Explore opportunities for joint training in schools, for example, schools may be able to cluster
together and share expertise.
 Connect to commercial suppliers and seek opportunities for the Advanced Schools and
Advanced Practitioners to showcase their work.
 Seek opportunities to explore additional funding for professional development and ICT
infrastructure.
 Meet with regional funding bodies to discuss access to shared support for schools. Whilst
regional funding is likely to be varied, there should be a more direct link to the school
leadership about how this is connected to long-term development. E.g. it is not productive to
provide schools with a pot of funding that is unconnected to whole school plans.
 Support schools to develop a broader focus for whole school development, rather than a
technology-specific plan.
 Explore opportunities to work with commercial companies to access new resources and
professional development.
LSL Schools should:
Management / leadership:
 Use a self-review framework (such as the Innovation Maturity Model in the Eduvista toolkit
from the iTEC project) to assess their current level of maturity in how they use ICT and ensure
that the senior leadership team in school are fully aware of how technology can be used across
all subjects in the curriculum. Advanced Schools have recognised that the implementation of
ICT is integral to whole school development and that management have a key role to play.
 Establish an ICT development plan that is integrated into the whole school development plan.
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 Identify a project or whole school curriculum focus. For example: “I want tablets in my
classroom…” does not enable change. Schools should be encouraged to have an area of focus
for development that is communicated and involves a team of staff. E.g. Schools should be
able to state what they are working on: “How can we improve student feedback after the
lesson?” or how can we prepare learning materials that challenge students? are questions that
affects all of the teachers, this means that the dialogue and discussion is centralised across the
school and it means that school leaders can integrate this with the training and professional
development planned for the school.
 Give consideration to the “learning rucksack” for the student. What does the student need to
be equipped for learning in school? At present, there is a significant focus on ensuring each
student has access to hardware, but there is a growing awareness that more can be done to
give students better access to high quality digital content.
 Regularly allocate funding for replacement, refurbishment and refresh of technologies each
year.
 Identify mainstream funding to consider appropriate professional development for every
member of staff.
 Have a list of key level descriptors and details of software and applications that should be
accessed at a particular age. This would also help to engage less confident staff by reducing
the amount of training and resources required to meet the needs of the curriculum.
 Recognise that a Virtual Learning Environment allows the school to give students access to
learning 24/7 and more importantly, it provides the connection between school, home and
‘real world’ experiences.
 Understand the benefits of providing consistent quality of learning and teaching materials by
encouraging staff to share lesson materials, and collate resources for the topics on the Virtual
Learning Environment. It encourages staff to think about the exisiting knowledge of students
and curriculum progression.
 Identify partner schools to engage in professional dialogue about whole school development
using technologies. This could include sharing expertise through individual teachers and also
students visiting another school for particular experiences.
 Explore opportunities to review the quality of learning and teaching in school, this could be
through peer observation or student feedback in lessons.
 Develop lesson materials that will focus on the personalisation of student learning.
 Consider where equipment will be stored safely and how it will be transported to the
classroom when purchasing new hardware for the classrooms.
 Explore opportunities for the students also to be trained as official “Trainers”; this will help
reluctant teachers to feel more supported within lessons.
 Consider how learning spaces could be adapted to make better use of learning technologies.
Some of the Advanced Schools demonstrate that for some subjects, it may be more useful to
have access to a smaller number of computers for students to work on rotated independent
activities. There is also evidence of other rooms being adapted to make use of technology, for
example a Science room or the library. The computer lab or ICT teaching room is no longer
used just for the teaching of ICT, it is being used across many curriculum subjects.
 Consider opportunities to collaborate with other schools on projects that would encourage the
use of technology e.g. eTwinning. This allows the students to prepare materials for a real
audience and builds confidence with communication.
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 Look for opportunities to engage with national competitions that allow the students to be
creative with technology. These activities could be mainstreamed across the curriculum.

Classroom Level
Teachers should:
 Have a minimum specification of equipment in their classroom to include access to a PC or
laptop and projector with internet connectivity
 Identify their own personal training needs for the next 12-18 months
 Be able to record students with a digital device to allow for the creation of digital evidence
including photos, presentations, sound files and video files.
 Now address the progression of student learning and ensure that students access appropriate
hardware, software and applications for their level of working.
 Understand that technology is a tool within the lesson and it is not the focus of the lesson
itself.
 Advanced Practitioners should be encouraged to:
o visit a Living Schools Lab network school,
o identify two lead trainers in school,
o partner with a primary or secondary school,
o establish a core training list with annual training requirements for staff,
o agree an ICT curriculum in school with key applications,
o to write a STEPs plan and to continue to work with an Advanced School in the Regional
Hub,
o connect with other teachers involved in the project through social media,
o attend a learning snack,
o consider how to engage other teachers in school,
o observe other teachers in their own school and in other schools if this is possible.
These interim findings and recommendations provide a useful benchmark for the Advanced Schools
and Advanced Practitioners to understand the current practice in other classrooms in Europe. They
also offer potential guidance to other schools that need to mainstream the use of technology across
the school. Advanced Schools are able to demonstrate the potential benefits of identifying a single
focus and sharing expertise with Advanced Practitioners. Advanced Practitioners have begun to
recognise that it is essential to take the focus beyond technology to ensure that practice can be
mainstreamed across the school. The evidence suggests that whilst some schools are equipped with
the technology, there is still an ongoing challenge to know how to use it effectively within learning and
teaching. Some schools have the technology but have not yet fully explored the pedagogical approach
in the classroom. It is when the implementation is synchronised with the development focus that the
change process can be maximised.
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5. APPENDICES
5.1 Methodology
Telephone Interviews with Advanced Schools
In preparation for the Observation visits, the observation process started with telephone interviews
with Advanced Schools in each country in February 2013. The University of Wolverhampton
interviewed one of the lead teachers from the Advanced Schools to establish an overview of the
current picture in each country. This was also to help to define the key features of how these schools
have developed a whole school approach to ICT deployment and use.
The lead teachers of the Advanced Schools were invited to be involved in these interviews during the
‘project kick-off’ workshop held in January 2013. A schedule was given to encourage participation of
one teacher from each country. Seventeen Advanced Schools agreed to participate, and in some cases
this involved a number of teachers from the same school.
Prior to the interview, each teacher was given a framework of the areas that would be covered. The
areas selected were mainly those that had been defined within the application process for the network
to give each country the opportunity to outline current practice (ref points 1 to 7, points 8 to 10 were
added to give further depth and understanding during the call). These are outlined below and
discussed further within the individual case studies as well as the Findings and Recommendations
section.

1.

National Projects

In some of the countries there is clear information at a national level for schools about the use of ICT
within learning and teaching. This includes the existence of national departments or agencies for ICT
who are in direct contact with schools and responsible for the implementation of policies and
professional development in relation to the use of technology. The aim of this section was to ask the
teacher to describe the current context for the use of ICT in schools at a national level.

2.

School Leadership

The aim of this section was to understand the role of the school leader in creating and developing an
Advanced School. This included learning more about how equipment is purchased and the levels of
funding available and also understanding who is responsible for developing the use of ICT in school
and how this is done.

3.

Integration of ICT across the curriculum

The aim of this section was to look at how ICT is embedded across the curriculum and understand the
use of ICT within learning, teaching and assessment by all teachers.
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4.

Personalisation of Student Learning

The aim of this section was to understand how schools have been encouraged to use ICT to support
the individual progress of students. Have particular types of technologies been encouraged?

5.
Digital Competence of Teachers across the School - Training and Continuing
Professional Development
The aim of this section was to learn more about the types of training and continuing professional
development that is available to teachers.
Is professional development mandatory and what expectations are placed upon teachers to participate
in professional development?

6.

Partnerships and Networks including Commercial Partners

The purpose of this section was to understand more about the potential partners that schools work
with and the networks that schools belong to.
This could include both virtual and physical face to face networks. This also included partnerships that
exist at a national and local level with commercial partners. In this section, there was also a focus on
how schools support parent and community partnerships. To what extent is a school expected to
collaborate? How is this beneficial to the school?

7.

Resources

The aim of this section was to explore with the leading teachers more about the types of resource that
are available to schools and how have these been implemented at a national level. What currently
influences the types of resources that are available in schools?

8.

Learning Spaces

In some countries there has been a considerable change in the design of learning spaces. This has been
brought about by significant investment and involved change to the ICT infrastructure. Are there any
projects or investments that have led to such change at a national level? What initiatives have schools
taken to focus on the development of learning spaces?

9.

Innovation and Change Management

The purpose of this section was to learn more about how change has been introduced at a national
level. How has this impacted upon school development? What strategy or approach has the school
taken to implementing change in the use of learning technologies?

10.

Evaluation and Research

The purpose of this section is to understand from the leading teachers how research and evaluation is
used to inform practice.
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The interviews were conducted as a dialogue with the researcher. Each interview was conducted in
English and lasted approximately 60 minutes. During the interview the lead teacher could refer to the
framework provided and all teachers were invited to add any of their own additional comments.
The information gathered from these interviews has been used to support the preparation for the Link
Observation Visits and the National Focus Groups. These details have been collated within the case
studies as appropriate.

Observation Methodology Handbook
All of the National Co-ordinators and the schools involved in the project have been issued with an
Observation Methodology Handbook to provide a guide for the Link Observation Visit. The countries
have been encouraged to organise the visit in a similar way to include:





A tour of the whole school
Lesson observations and feedback with the lead teachers
Interviews with the Headteacher and/Senior Management Team
Interview with students (as appropriate)

At the time of the interim report, twenty eight lessons have been observed across twelve Advanced
Schools in six countries. Most observations were whole lessons of 50 or 60 minutes. However, there
were also some shorter observations of part-lessons of 20-30 minutes and longer lessons of 75
minutes. All of the teachers who were involved in the Link Observation Visit had agreed for the lesson
to be observed in advance.
All schools prepared an outline of the day in advance of the visit and teachers were invited to complete
a lesson plan for each lesson that would be observed. This helped the observer to understand the
objectives for the lesson and formed part of the discussion after the lesson. For example, the teacher
was able to point out particular aspects of the lesson to the observer.

STEPS Plan and Project Themes
As part of the project, each of the Advanced Schools was asked to develop their STEPS plan.
The purpose of the STEPS plan is to provide a common framework for the project to allow teachers to
share their current ICT developments. The Advanced Practitioners were also introduced to the
framework, and some countries have asked the teachers to submit a STEPS plan. One of the challenges
that was identified from the application forms showed that schools were working on many different
areas of ICT development; it was because of this that the Advanced Schools were asked to select a
theme for their work. The Advanced Practitioners were also asked to select a theme. Whilst this did
not prevent the teachers working on other themes, the aim was to give the teachers as much focus as
possible for the project.
An initial list of themes was established and this was refined to the following list:
 Interactive Technologies
 1:1 Devices
 Collaborative Learning
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 Digital Content and Digital Textbooks
 Learning Environments (Virtual)
 Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

Case Studies
The interim report provides information collected from the interviews and Link Observation Visits
within the first year of the project. This includes evidence from Czech Republic, Finland, France, Italy,
Norway and the UK. The framework for the Case Studies draws upon some of the key questions that
were discussed during the interviews and the Link Observation Visits. The case studies have been
presented in the order the countries were visited. However, additional detail will be finalised for the
final report.
1. What types of technologies and resources are available in the Advanced Schools?
2. Are there recent national initiatives that have had an impact upon whole school development
of ICT?
3. Who leads the decisions about the development of ICT?
4. What types of training and professional development are available to teachers?
5. Are the Advanced Schools engaged in any partnerships or networks?
6. How are students involved with developing the whole school use of ICT?
7. How is ICT being used in different subjects?
8. What kinds of development and research are the teachers engaged with?
9. Are there particular areas that could be mainstreamed or replicated?

Observation visit blog
As part of the observation and documentation of practice, it was decided that the lead researcher
would keep a blog to enable the practitioners to follow the research in school. This has been hugely
successful and received positive feedback from schools involved in the project, but also other
education professionals who have learnt about the work through the project website and social media.
In each of the blogs, there are questions that have been highlighted as part of the visit, and these will
also be an important part of the analysis within the findings and recommendations for the final report.
The blog is fully open and accessible via the website. (http://lsl.eun.org) At the bottom of each entry,
the current number of readers can be seen. Initially this was a limited number of viewers, but now
some extracts have received in excess of 800 views. Within this report, the blog recording observations

following the visit to each Advanced School in phase one visits has been included in the Annex.
They include important information about each school and complement the national case
studies
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5.2 LSL OBSERVATION BLOG
UK Advanced School visits blog
First Stop - Shireland Collegiate Academy, Sandwell, UK
Date of Link Observation Visit: 12th June 2013
Although I’ve been to Shireland several times before, I think the immediate observation for most
visitors must be the celebration of cultures and faiths that exist as one. Shireland Collegiate Academy
is based in Sandwell in the Black Country, West Midlands, UK.
With 1115 students aged 11-19 years and 98 staff the school, this is a larger than average secondary
school in the UK. However, from the moment I entered the building there is a real sense of a vibrant
community.
The schedule for the Showcase of Innovative Practice was organised down to the very last minute and
it was great to see just how all the staff work together as a team to demonstrate the practice across
the school. The lead teachers for the Living Schools Lab project are Kirsty Tonks and Lewis Moore, but
this school has a real “open-door” approach and I really felt invited to see the practice in every
classroom.
The school tour began in a year 11 classroom who were making use of audioboo and working with
iPads to describe their ideas for a new product. This looked like an application that was worthy of
further exploration as the students were able to record interviews, make short reports which allowed
them to save and share sound files.
One of the noticeable differences in this school is the Literacy for Life (L4L) integrated curriculum,
which basically means that all students between 11 and 14 years spend time with one teacher for up
to 50% of their timetable. This competency based curriculum has been developed and refined over the
last five years. It’s certainly something for consideration because the technology is embedded as one
of the competencies and integral within the lessons. Students cover the curriculum through certain
project themes.
The assessment descriptors are also readily deployed the staff and students, everyone is familiar with
the terminology of “Emerging, Developing, Proficient and Advanced.” I think in all the classrooms that
I visited throughout the day; there was evidence of student self-assessment using descriptions against
the competencies associated with each of the levels. It also became apparent that the students seemed
to know their current level and were able to suggest what was needed to make progress.
In year 7, the students are doing Mathematics and the topic of probability. I visited several classrooms
across the year group and it was fascinating to watch various sections of the same lesson materials led
by different teachers. All of the classrooms are equipped with a SMART interactive whiteboard
throughout the school. There is a clear expectation that the students will be actively involved in the
lesson with at least one opportunity for the students to be up on their feet. In one room there is music
playing and the students are creating their own dance movements based on the number thrown on
the dice.
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In a year 9 classroom, the students were working with WordWall and the Wordpad individual response
systems/clickers. All the students had their own device and were working through a set of self-paced
questions. The teacher gives the students opportunity to check their progress and indicates the target
they should be moving towards, depending upon their current score.
My morning tour ends with a visit to the Music department where some year two students from the
local primary school are having a lesson from an expert teacher in Shireland with the software
Garageband. The young students are in the middle of their presentation and it is incredible to hear
how much they have achieved with just one morning’s work. The compositions are impressive and the
students have readily embraced the technology. As an Academy, the school has maximised
opportunities for the local schools by encouraging their staff to lead expert sessions in various
subjects. Sometimes these are held on site at the primary school, whilst at other times the younger
students get their first taste of secondary school. This is also welcomed by the primary teachers who
are able to share subject knowledge and it enables the students to become competent enough to
support the teacher as digital leaders back in the primary school. If this is what these students can do
with Music and Technology in year two, I wonder what they will be able to do by the time they get to
Shireland!

Lesson Observation Number One - Collaborative Learning with the Mr Men
Date of Link Observation Visit: 12th June 2013
In the afternoon at Shireland Collegiate Academy, I joined the leading teacher for the Living Schools
Lab Project, Mr Moore and his year nine students for the Literacy for Life lesson. As part of their
themed work on the 1960’s and 1970’s, the students were learning about the author Roger Hargreaves
who wrote the Mr Men series of books.
One of the key points to emphasise is the expectation that the students had undertaken the presession preparation prior to the lesson at home (an example of “flipped learning”). The students had
been given a weblink and asked to read one of the Mr Men books prior to the lesson. The teachers all
begin their lesson with a whole class session called the class forum which allows the teacher to ask
some questions and acts as a formative guide for the starting point of the face to face contact time.
Throughout the school the “WALT” – What are we learning today and the “WILF” – What I’m looking
for are clearly displayed. In this lesson, the students have to identify key facts about the Mr Men
author/creator; explain how the author became inspired to write the material and apply their ideas to
a short piece of writing.
The one hour lesson was clearly timed down to the very last minute and the students were familiar
with knowing the amount of time available for each section of the lesson.
The students were sat in fours at circular tables and there were at least two netbooks available for
each table. (This created a completely different dynamic within the room, and it would be interesting
to see how such a layout encouraged collaboration.) An interactive whiteboard displayed the content
of the lesson and the teacher invited several students to read out various tasks throughout the lesson.
In one corner of the classroom, a large touch screen displayed a timer and this was operated by one
of the students at various intervals throughout the lesson. In all of the classrooms throughout school
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there are touch screens in each corner which generally display some materials to support the lesson
or to allow students to interact with them to check their knowledge. (“Stuck Powerpoints”…to help
the students when they are “Stuck”) This is a really good idea as it encourages the students to be
independent and check information. The teacher can also monitor to see who is using the materials
and check if they need further support.
Mr Moore has differentiated the task and gives different groups of students one of three levels of
challenge via the questions on the cards.
The students have just twelve minutes to answer the questions on the card and the students quickly
realise that they need to divide them up and work as a team in order to complete the task. The students
have access to netbooks and suggested websites are highlighted in the class space on the school
Learning Gateway. This is the school’s virtual learning environment. Each student is able to log on to
their year group, and the class section. The student can also access their own individual portfolio
too. This is the infrastructure that underpins much of the learning across this school. The teachers and
students depend on the Learning Gateway as not just the repository for information, but the hub of
learning.
At the end of this first task, the teacher checks their progress and for the next task the idea is that one
student is able to leave the group and visit all the other groups to gather answers to some of the
questions using an information gathering sheet. The groups then have several minutes to work
together to complete the sheet, and it becomes clear that all of the smaller tasks are gradually enabling
the students to build their knowledge independently, but with scaffolding around their learning. The
use of technology is interwoven into the materials, and the students know when they need to use it,
but equally make use of other resources throughout the lesson. This lesson a constant pace and the
students connect with the clear instructions and seamlessly use the technology as they work. This
demonstrates that the students are clearly familiar with the regular use of the equipment and the
teacher has embedded the use of technology in his classroom. There is a real buzz as the students
know that they can collaborate with others not only on their table, but around the classroom too.
The teacher also asks the students to complete an individual task and this is to answer some questions
on class sites. The final part of the lesson causes great excitement as the teacher places a box on each
table and asks the students not to open it straight away. Their final task is displayed on the interactive
whiteboard is to take the mystery objects from the box and begin to discuss with their peers how they
could include them in their very own Mr Men Story. (Just think how times have changed…the students
could probably devote a whole new series to the use of technology: Mr Mobile Phone, Mr Tablet, Mr
Internet and even Little Miss Technology! I’ve no doubt these students will be able to publish their
own versions too, with just a little help from Mr Moore…watch this space!)

All smiles for the reception at Broadclyst Community Primary School.
Date of Link Observation Visit: 27th June 2013
Broadclyst Community Primary School is a UK primary academy situated 191 miles south from the
University of Wolverhampton, and so I made this journey by train. It is set on the main road through
Broadclyst just five miles away from the city centre of Exeter. I took a taxi to get to the school and not
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wanting to be late, asked to be picked up early. However, no inner city traffic to negotiate, I arrived
ahead of schedule and I was taken to the school reception.
From the outside, Broadclyst looks like the English “small village school”, but it soon became apparent
that beyond the external façade, is a multi-faceted larger set of buildings that have grown over the
years to accommodate the growing community and are just about to expand even further with a
proposed new building being added in the next year. More significantly, what is embedded within is
layer upon layer of technology that has become an essential part of the approach to teaching, learning
and the administrative processes in this two-form entry school.
From the moment I entered the reception, I was immediately fascinated because I was asked to do
something that I haven’t been asked to do before in a primary school, and this was to register my
arrival by having my photograph taken.
In the reception, was a screen (“InVentry”) to register arrival and I could click for STAFF, VISITOR or
STUDENT and then it proceeded to take me through a short simple registration, including taking my
photograph. As a visitor to the school, there was a drop down menu, which recognised that I was due
to be on site that day. This actually then meant that I could be tracked around the school all day. This
made me feel very welcome to the community of the school, and I can also see how useful this is for
the rest of the school to see who will be in school that day. It also makes you realise how just this one
use of technology can help schools gather evidence to inform thinking about the school day.
As a teacher the system has the potential to allow me access to specific buildings. As a student, I could
demonstrate my presence in school, access particular areas of the school, but also confirm my
attendance at individual lessons. This is a great system and not just about “security”, for me it also
demonstrated the significance of “presence” and “digital identity” in the real world that exists beyond
the school.
Another feature in the entrance hall which gave me an insight into the school was a digital screen
showing photographs of the students learning. Along with the prospectus of the school, these kinds of
presentations all help the visitor build up an understanding of the “living school” and I can begin to see
just how exciting it is to be a student at Broadclyst.
This fantastic reception area got me wondering a lot about other kinds of access and registration that
schools offer using technology. How is technology used in your school to welcome visitors?
Having done hundreds of observations visits to schools all over the world, I often say that getting into
a school reception can be one of the biggest challenges. Consider what it is like for someone visiting
your school for the first time; is your office reception clearly signposted? Are the doors and entry bells
or buzzers labelled? What is the initial impression that your school gives? How do people get from
one building to another, are the buildings themselves labelled? Do you make the student learning
visible using technology in your reception area?

Inspiring design ideas in different learning spaces
Date of Link Observation Visit: 27th June 2013
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At Broadclyst Community Primary School, one of the other dominant features was the different types
of classroom space available and it soon became apparent that over the years, the head teacher and
the team have given much consideration to the classrooms to reflect some of the changing use of
technologies.
Broadclyst have a huge focus on 1:1 learning, this is not about a device per child, but how the teacher
can use the technology to ensure that the individual student can access their learning.
In the earlier year groups, there are approximately 10-12 PCs down one side of the room and during
the lesson, there is a group of students who are assigned to work on the PCs. There are also 8 iPads
per year group for shared access. There is also the option to be able to open-up the spaces to make
larger rooms so that teachers can share the resources and younger students can access more
activities. In year four, the students all have 1:1 access to laptops and again sit in groups for
collaborative working. In year five, the students also have access to their own PC at their desk, but
these rooms are laid out so that the tables naturally allow for collaborative discussion between the
students.
The most noticeable room is for year 6, here all of the 65 students for the year group are together in
one area known as “The Lecture Room”. The students all have access to a PC on their desk at one level
and also space directly in front to work on paper-based activities or in books. There are two classroom
teachers and up to five teaching assistants at any one point. The teachers are all equipped with
microphones and audio equipment to enable full use of sound in the room. During the lesson, one of
the teachers takes the lead for the delivery.
It is also noteworthy that there is no use of interactive whiteboards; the materials are displayed on
three large screens at the front of the room. One of the teachers faces forwards and is able to control
the technology and annotate on the screen which then appears on the large screen displays. However,
the role of the teacher is central to the structure of the lesson. The other teacher moves around the
room and is able to ask questions, trigger further discussion and team-teach with her colleague. The
students clearly know that the start of the lesson will involve the whole class, but beyond this, the
teachers are also able to send the students into groups in several smaller areas to allow more focussed
and differentiated learning.
Today’s lesson is all about Gravity, and it begins with a short video which looks at what would happen
if we were in space; “if we had a hammer and a feather, which one will hit the ground first?” The
students watch the short video on the large screens and then discuss some of their predictions. The
students are then sent into different groups to work on a design task.
The group of seven that I am with go to a smaller science/technology area in school and are given three
iPads to share and asked to look at some designs. The students are then challenged to design a
structure that will carry an egg and will support it so that it does not smash. They also consider the
following questions:
 What would be the best shape to carry the egg?
 How can you prevent the egg from falling?
 What 3d shape can you make to house your egg?
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The use of the tablet within this lesson allows the students to access the design ideas as and when they
need to. It also enables each student to recognise significant design points in smaller peer groups. The
students intuitively embed this use of technology within their learning and readily take the design ideas
that have been given to them to recognise that there are certain design features that are critical to the
success of the overall design.
The students then have about 30 minutes to use K’nex to experiment with possible designs. The
students are engaged in the task and it becomes apparent that the students benefit enormously from
being able to test out their thoughts with concrete materials. The use of technology becomes a
stimulus for the lesson and also a reference point; it is seamlessly integrated as part of the learning.
The teacher is able to take photographs of the students’ designs and these can then be instantly shared
with the other students back in the main classroom. The teacher is able to capture photos of the
students as they are building different designs and this will be helpful to discuss the “process” of how
they decided upon the shapes and structures.
This experimentation will then be put to full use as the students are going to be working in groups over
the next few weeks to create a prototype with different materials.
The students return to the main lecture room for the plenary of the lesson and are able to share what
the different groups have been doing with their peers using the large screens.
Whilst the large group can appear quite overwhelming at first, it is clear to see that the access to
additional teaching assistants, further classroom space, the alternative uses of technology and the use
of concrete resources all help to ensure that the students get the opportunity for their whole class
learning to be individually challenged just a little bit more.
Going forward, it will be worth taking a look at how Broadclyst uses their understanding of technology
to inform the design of spaces within the new building.

Czech Republic Advanced School Blog
"Buchty" or Learning Snacks?
Date of Link Observation Visit: 17th September 2013
Dr E Beneṧe School is my first visit in the Czech Republic. Set in the suburbs of Prague in an area
called Zscakovice, the school has 751 students from 6-15 years and is classified as a “Basic School”.
Petra is the lead teacher and engaged with several European Projects. Our tour of the school begins
in the staff “Kabinet”. This is not a cupboard but a work space for several colleagues who teach the
same subject. Each member of staff has access to their own laptop. (There is no staffroom for all the
staff to meet regularly.) My morning begins with an introduction to the school and Petra has made
some cake called “Buchty” for me to try. It is soft, almost like a ‘doughnut’ and a layer of poppy seeds
in the middle. (It is not a requirement of the Living Schools to be able to cook for visitors, but as it is
beautifully homemade it is important to mention – a “Learning Snack”1.)
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Petra has a personal interest in developing the use of augmented reality and she is keen to convey her
passion for technology. She has been exploring this through “Magic Cards+” and demonstrated this to
me with an AR postcard of Prague’s St. Vitus Cathedral. AR is still largely exploratory in schools, but
there is definitely potential for enabling students to step inside and to bring a place to life. Petra also
demonstrated a “Heart Cam” and this allowed me to wear a t-shirt which could be scanned to reveal
a heart in Augmented Reality. This is an example of a technology that will continue to be drip-fed into
the education system and piloted by schools. Another website where you can explore this is
www.aumentaty.com
The Primary School students are based in the upper part of the building and as we walk upstairs, I
immediately notice the large windows that have been placed into the classroom walls in the
corridor. This allows us to view inside the classrooms and see the students at work, and it is much
better than being unable to see beyond full length wooden doors. Petra explains that the headteacher
has only recently had this work undertaken after visiting schools in another country and recognising
the benefits of other staff being able to see inside the classroom during the lessons. There is an
incredible sense of calm in each classroom and students are clearly engaged in their learning. Each
classroom is equipped with a PC and projector. There are also Promethean interactive whiteboards
throughout most of the classrooms.
The school has three computer labs and a further one being built. There is WIFI throughout the school.
These are not just used for ICT and although the rooms are timetabled, there are spaces where
teachers book for their lessons.
Throughout the school there are lots of large paintings on the walls that have been by created students
to reflect the different subjects. There are also many current displays and I notice a project showing
the students at the local park. The students have taken photographs to support their environmental
studies. Petra is looking to develop an area in the park by making a trail of QR codes with information
about the trees. This is a great example of how the student learning has transferred to the real world
and is linked to their home community. This project certainly has potential and could be replicated
across different subjects. It emphasises the importance of students being able to use the technology
and embed it into the real world, but it also provides the much needed interconnection between
school and home.
Outside, there is an eco-classroom where students can go with the teacher to participate in their
lessons. The area is covered by a roof, and there is enough space for a class of students to sit. Petra
explains that since the school has bought 32 iPads, this has enabled the students to take technology
outside too.
As we come to the end of our tour of the school, it is almost time for the break. However, there is no
bell, but music to mark the transition to the next phase of the day.
1

In the Living Schools Lab Project, Bart Verswijvel is developing the notion of Learning Snacks in the
Community of Practice. Our Advanced Schools and Advanced Practitioners have the opportunity to
either create or attend Professional Development “Learning Snacks” that have been created by
teachers and other educationalists. Whilst the LSL Advanced Schools and Practitioners get the first
chance to reserve the place at these events, they are offered to a wider audience via Twitter #lsl_eu
or the LSL website.
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Getting Mobile and Making Cartoons for Language Learning.
Date of Link Observation Visit: 17th September 2013
As we walk up the stairs to the classroom, the first observation is Petra climbing the stairs to her lesson
carrying what looks like a large blue reusable supermarket shopping bag. (And it probably was at some
point, but it is actually very heavy and contains the equipment for today’s lesson - 1 ipad per student.)
The school has had 32 iPads for almost a year and these can be booked by all teachers. This
demonstrates that for schools trying to implement 1:1 mobile learning, there is a key decision to be
made about who takes responsibility for the devices.
The thirteen students are waiting in the classroom after break and soon prepare themselves to listen
to the teacher. Language classes are divided into two groups to allow the students to receive more
personalised learning.
As the lead teacher for the LSL project, Petra has focussed on implementing a range of apps. Even
though it is early in the school term, the students have established a routine for working with the
technology and readily prepare for the tasks.
In the previous English lesson, the 13 year olds have been learning the past tense. (E.g. I was reading
my comic.) At the beginning of today’s lesson the teacher gives each student an ipad and the students
are asked to find the application Socrative. The students log in to the ‘room’ and complete a self-paced
set of 10 questions to check their understanding. The teacher can see how everyone is completing the
test and identifies some students who may need further help. The app allows the teacher to collate
the results and send a report via email.
In the previous lesson, the students took five photographs to show how they were “breaking the rules”
in class. E.g. drinking fizzy pop; standing on a chair; sleeping and gazing out of the window.
In the main part of the lesson, the teacher shares with the students two more apps; Mobile Monet for
editing photos and Pixntell for the students to create a cartoon. The students can add a voice over to
each frame with the sentence spoken in English. The students work enthusiastically to adapt their
photos. They also look at each other’s work and try out what they will say. Petra has time to provide
individual support with pronunciation. She also encourages the students to search for spellings or
pronunciation on the internet. Whilst most students do this via the ipad, one child uses her own mobile
phone. The student can search the correct word, but knows that she cannot ‘phone a friend’. Mobile
phones can be used for learning in all classes. Throughout the lesson the students are completely
focussed and engaged in the task. The teacher is able to address their language learning and the use
of technology is normalised.
The whole lesson is 45 minutes and with 5-8 minutes for the self-paced questions at the beginning, the
students work continuously to adapt their photos. Some students are allowed to move into the
corridor to add their voice to the cartoon. The students work supportively with each other,
collaborating when they need to, but each individual completes the task.
Petra explains to the students that in the next lesson the students will review each other’s cartoons
and this will give them the opportunity to provide peer-to-peer review of the spoken words. She will
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also put the students work on Youtube. The end results are professional and creative; the students are
delighted with the outcomes.
The cartoons engage the students throughout and they are keen to hear that they will have the chance
to watch them next lesson. Not only that, their enthusiasm would seem to suggest that they will be
practising and working with these apps far beyond the lesson. (I think they would make great Learning
Snacks for the Community of Practice too!)

How Are You Interconnecting Learning Spaces and Technology? A School with a Zoo
and Three Kangaroos
Date of Link Observation Visit: 18th September 2013
A tour of Gymnasium Teplice in the Czech Republic leaves me slightly stunned; there seems to be
something different around every corner. I am greeted by two students who are keen to show me their
favourite parts of the school. Initially they are shy, but soon confidently showcase their learning spaces.
There is a no clear line in this school where old meets new, the traditional and the modern blend
together seamlessly. This “Living School” is an old building steeped in rich history. Beyond the entrance
doors and over a walkway bridge which connect two buildings, we go deep into the basement where
the student turns on the light to reveal a church which is being lovingly restored bit by bit as the funding
can be raised. It dates back to the time of the Benedictine nuns. There are wooden structural supports
around the edge, and a definite feeling that this is ‘work in progress.’ However, to retain the continued
use of the building, there is a photographic exhibition to encourage visitors to support the
developments.
(The beginning of this tour is a reminder that students need to take ownership for the learning
community too. If you can involve them in showcasing the school, this means you can encourage
students from across the school to reflect various projects. Engaging students in the process can be
the first step to your whole school development.)
Across this school, there are 850 students and approximately 70 teachers. Seven classrooms are
equipped with SMART interactive whiteboards and there are also 41 projectors.
Adjacent to the next building, we enter The Greenhouse” of the school; known locally as “the zoo.” As
we approach, I can see an ostrich, three kangaroos, and lemurs to name just a few of the
animals. Beyond the entrance are spiders, turtle snapping crocodiles, an aviary of birds and the most
recent addition to the family: an armadillo. There are figs growing and a passion flower in full bloom. All
of this is cared for by a Biology teacher and several willing student volunteers. This is the first time I
have seen a zoo in a school. (I usually avoid anything that scuttles in a classroom cage, I love it when I
see the chicks about to hatch in Reception as the students learn about Spring - so you can imagine, I
felt privileged to see a whole zoo – but I still didn’t want to hold the snake!)
Back in the main part of the school we climb to the top of the building in search of the “Didactic
Park.” This is a learning space that was created several years ago when the school was involved in a
project with Norway. The area is devoted to interactive displays and learning materials for the teaching
of Physics and other aspects of Science. Every activity is meticulously numbered and labelled with short
explanations of how it works and the relevance to everyday life. The students can touch most of the
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displays on a daily basis. A few have been placed behind glass to be used when a teacher is present,
but this is understandable given the replacement costs.
Alongside these physical spaces, the school is dependent on Bakaláři, the virtual learning
environment. Within this space, the teacher can make the lesson resources available, communicate
with students and parents. All of the learning environments for the school connect within this hub. It
enables the teachers looking at whole school development to interconnect changes to ensure it is both
current and relevant to the students.
In the LSL Advanced Schools we can begin to see the layers of development that have been enabled
and ICT has been only one part of this. Sometimes the learning spaces and the technology operate in
parallel, but the challenge for the school is to build the connections between the two.
Whilst the Living Schools Lab Project is focussed on the practice that can be mainstreamed, this school
attaches clear importance to the unique subject specific learning spaces and there is certainly a need
to look at this more closely. The Virtual Learning Environment is pivotal to the school development.
In your school, is there a specialist teacher for a particular subject who could develop a learning space
with specialist resources for display and learning materials?
 How could technology influence these learning spaces?
 One of the key STEPS for the Advanced Practitioners within the project is to look at how to
share their practice across the school. It is the development of shared learning spaces that will
help to enable this.
 If you were to review the learning spaces in your school, what would you find?
 What is the best way to review your learning spaces? #lsl_eu @DianaBannister

Finland Advanced School Blog
Take One Finland - Lights, Camera, Action
Date of Link Observation Visit: 24th September 2013
My first visit in Finland was to Wäinö Aaltonen School on the island of Hirvensalo, near Turku. This is a
primary school and provides education for approximately 450 students from 7-13 years. Surrounded
by beautiful woodland, the modern main school buildings only date back to the 1990’s. There are some
“mobile” buildings and just on its own towards the wood is a detached building of the original school
and it is over 100 years old.
One of the first points I notice about this school is the vibrant buzz of activity. In the entrance is a
media area that has a large TV screen and a group of students are gathered around. Some students
are interviewing others. An enthusiastic audience gathers to observe.
As we walk around the school, we visit classrooms where older students are working with younger
students. The school has established “media pairs” so that students can support younger learners with
their use of the technology. The 5th grade students are working with the younger students to create
animations using iPads. The teacher is able to work with each group and can concentrate on the
content, rather than the technical support.
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Allowing students to support each other is extremely important in today’s classroom. It is very difficult
to be an expert in every single piece of software or application. Students aspire to the role of “digital
leader” and these skills are transferable in everyday life. This school is driving the plan forward to
enable students to access a mobile tablet device one between two; the focus is not on more technology
but making creative and active use of what is available.
When you are mainstreaming ICT practice across the school, it is essential that you share the vision for
implementation with the students. You can encourage them to take responsibility for disseminating
practice and enable them to share the school community.
 How do you enable students in your class to support the use and application of technology?
 What examples can you share of older students working with younger students, or even vice
versa?
 What equipment do you have in school to digitally record students learning?
 How are your students involved with implementing the school vision?
 What would the Future Classroom be like for the students you teach?
 How often do your students share your school with the wider world?
In the afternoon, I am introduced to the school media team. This group of eleven students is from 6th
grade classes and they work with the support of a teacher in school to create content for the WäiskiTV. These students are a real independent asset to the school, with one designated camera person and
one student responsible for sound; the others soon assign each other responsibilities for today’s tasks.
The introduction takes a little more than one attempt, and the students work unaided to achieve
perfection. (Take 3: they need no teacher instructions, just a quick rehearsal of the agreed lines, and
promise not to giggle.) In the hot seat today, it’s me. (No famous pop star available, they are awaiting
a response!) The students have prepared several questions taking their role very seriously.
Not every school has broadcasting equipment, but this school demonstrates the benefits of identifying
students to enhance whole school development using technology. The media team works with
individual classes and films learning activities to capture students and their achievements. This can
then be broadcast and made available on Youtube or Tuubi. It is a great showcase for the school!

Innovation - Where will you invest next?
Date of Link Observation Visit: 25th September 2013
Puropelto School has undergone significant transformation over the last five years to improve the
learning environment for staff and students. The change in the environment is not visible from the
external view, but beyond the façade the alterations are dramatic. The investment in the school
buildings mirrors the focus of attention on developing learning and teaching in the school.
The school has 523 students and on each floor there is a ‘cage’ of netbooks for shared use. (100
altogether) The school has a computer lab and 10 classrooms have access to SMART interactive
whiteboards. There is a small group of staff who are working together to share good practice about
learning and teaching. The Living Schools Lab project has provided the opportunity to look at practice
across the whole school.
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The school day begins with an assembly, but in this school the students don’t gather in a large hall;
instead the ‘message for the day’ is played in a radio broadcast across all the classrooms. Today’s
music: “It’s a beautiful day” gives our tour added vitality. (What a great idea!)
During the visit, I observe a mathematics lesson. The teacher uses the school computer lab and each
of the students works on their own PC. Teija and I observe the lesson together; this is the same group
that she teaches for languages. Having opportunity to watch the lesson gives Teija the time to focus
on how the students learn.
The students use two websites to visit live information about the stock exchange in Finland. They have
each identified 5-7 companies to follow. The teacher explains that they will do this over the next three
years whilst at the same time building their knowledge of MS Excel software. The students work at
their own pace through the same information. The teacher challenges the students during the lesson
with his questions. He explores the notion of profit and loss. (Fortunately, the student I have been
working alongside has made good investments, with considerable demonstration of profit.)
As part of the next STEPS on the plan, Teija will focus on working with the same group of students to
increase the level of interaction in the languages classroom. Working with another colleague allows
Teija to reflect on her practice. Over the next few months she wants to demonstrate how she can
develop her own interactive teaching and continue to share this with her colleagues. This school
demonstrates the importance of continued focus on learning and teaching.
In this school, building staff confidence to use technology has been critical to the on-going
development. Two staff have provided training for others, and the next step will be to link this to
providing regular pedagogical support for one another. Changing classroom practice takes time and it
is difficult to do this in isolation. The purpose of the Living Schools Lab project is to encourage teachers
to collaborate in their own school, between schools and across the network. Regular classroom
observation demonstrates how teachers can develop their practice by exploring innovative teaching
and learning. The use of technology allows the teacher to involve the student in the lesson and shifts
the emphasis from simply learning knowledge to being able to capture the growing understanding that
can be transferred between subjects.








Have you observed one of your colleagues teach?
How often do you get feedback on your teaching from another colleague?
What do you think are the benefits of team teaching?
Do you plan your lessons on your own or with a colleague?
Do you know what your next professional development will be?
What is the next innovation to be introduced in your school
How will you share your innovative work across the school? Can you share ideas with at least
one other teacher and plan together?

So, as my journey continues to the schools in France, these two schools in Finland can build the work
across the regional hub. The schools have identified the importance of capturing the process of
professional development and revisiting this often. The teachers are also in the fortunate position of
being able to access free training at the TOP centre. It is not about selecting the next or latest
technology, but making a purposeful use of what is already in school or accessible to you.
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PS: For those of you who ever travel from Turku in Finland back to the UK – be prepared for the very
short connection between flights and the 17 minute dash across the airport!

France Advanced School Blog
Letting technology replace tradition?
Date of Link Observation Visit: 30th September 2013
My first visit in France is to a small, village school Eppu Ingrandes sur Loire with only 200 students. The
leading teacher for this Advanced School is also the exceedingly busy headteacher. Anne-Sophie Picard
has her own class of 9-11 year olds and she teaches full time 3 days a week. (Primary School is currently
only 4 days a week, there is no school on Wednesdays, but soon this will change to 4.5 days.) In the
main school, there are 5 spacious classrooms, a library and a dedicated computer lab. In a separate
building there is the nursery school. At present, only the junior school is WIFI enabled throughout.
One of the key aims of the Living Schools Lab project is to identify practice that can be mainstreamed
across the school. As the head teacher in the school, Anne-Sophie has the challenge of demonstrating
practice in her own classroom, but also supporting other staff across the school. She has recognised
the benefit of working with local ICT advisers in the classroom; this helps to provide evidence of how
the school is using the technology, but it also begins to highlight how changing pedagogy is much
harder than just providing access to new equipment.
“This is a very typical Monday morning.” says Anne-Sophie. It is a world where technology has met
with tradition. This is probably something that resonates with many teachers who are developing their
practice across the school, and it can be critical to focus the use of technology in particular subjects,
rather than trying to do too much at once. In this school, Anne-Sophie is working on the use of ICT in
mathematics and it is significant that the dynamics of the lesson are completely different.
The morning begins with Mathematics, in today’s lesson; the students have to research information
using WIKIMINI to locate the distance of the planets from the sun. The students have one netbook
between two. Some students work in the computer lab next door and the teacher is able to move
between the two rooms. The students must insert their data into an excel spreadsheet. Anne-Sophie
has created a template for the students. This works well because the students can concentrate on
finding the data. The students work together for about 30 minutes to find the data they need. They
work on the task in collaboration and with enthusiasm. They discuss the material, make their own
notes and work at their own pace. In the plenary of the lesson, the teacher turns on the interactive
whiteboard and demonstrates to the students how to organise the data in order. The students then
copy the teacher and do the same. One of the important parts of this lesson is the use of
templates. Anne-Sophie has identified that the younger students do not need to spend time creating
a template; this can be provided by the teacher.
 What templates or frameworks do you use when you are teaching?
 Do you have templates that can be shared across your school or with other schools?
 Have you got any good examples to share in the Community of Practice?
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In the first lesson, the teacher was able to provide support to the students and to guide their
learning. The template gave the content a structure and the teacher introduced some new knowledge.
The lesson also gave the students opportunity to undertake their own research, gather information
and organise data; these are lifelong skills. The discussion between the students during the lesson was
focussed upon the learning.
The second lesson is Poetry. Every two weeks the students have a new poem to learn which they must
be able to recite from memory. The teacher has handwritten the poem on the dry wipe board and the
students must copy it down. (Every single student writes all the verses beautifully!) The students work
almost in silence and the teacher is able to supervise their work. Those who finish can draw a picture.
Whilst this lead teacher is determined to maintain her high standards; she is integrating the use of
technology to only some of her lessons. The teacher is now challenging herself in the project to
continue to change the practice in school, by starting in her own classroom first. School development
using ICT is on-going.
As part of the Living Schools Lab project, Anne-Sophie has benefitted from reflecting on her practice
and has begun to review her progress. There are sharp contrasts and blurred edges where Anne-Sophie
is working to move the use of ICT forward across the school. However, the next STEPS will require
some brave decisions to take the same approach, but in other subjects too.
 What other methods could the students use to learn their poem?
 How would this impact on standards?
 What is the most innovative way for students to learn a poem in two weeks? How can
technology enable this? (I wonder if some of our Advanced Practitioners can take up this
challenge and share your thoughts in a Learning Snack on the Community of Practice, or on
Twitter #lsl_eu.)
This school in France has also reinforced those two precious words: “teacher time”. A primary school
student spends most of their day with one teacher and this use of time needs to be maximised to its
full potential. Anne-Sophie has shown in Mathematics that thinking about the role of the teacher and
the tasks of the students in the lesson can make a real difference to the quality of learning and
teaching.
Before you read about the second school I went to in France, consider how the students use technology
in your classroom.
 What opportunities do the students have to decide their own learning pathway within the
lesson?
 How do you use the student dialogue in lessons to increase the learning opportunities? (Silence
is not golden!)
 How can you develop the role of the teacher to enable the students to make the best use of
your time? (Technology will feature somewhere!)
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Addressing the innovation culture and learning with tablets.
Date of Link Observation Visit: 1st October 2013
Leaving the small village of Ingrandes, we head almost 3 hours across France by car to the second
destination, just outside Poitiers. Surrounded by a technical landscape of modern architecture, the
school sits just outside the Futuroscope Park. The school is situated detached from the local
community, but nevertheless remains integral to regional development.
In the words of one fifteen year old student: “Lycée Pilote Innovant International is just a little bit
different.” As we arrive, even the modern building makes me feel like I am stepping forward in time.
(Though it is 25 years old!) This large single building houses the whole upper secondary school of
approximately 500 students. There is also a boarding school for a small number of the students, whilst
others travel in from the surrounding towns. There is also an intake of students from China.
There is no shortage of technology; the school has been established by the regional authorities as a
centre of innovation. It receives extra funding to undertake experimentation and as the name reflects,
the school is often the first to pilot innovation, before bigger implementations at a regional level. It
would seem that there is a direct alignment between funding and innovation strategy, but with that
comes the expectation of being able to evidence practice. Each student has been equipped with an
Acer Tablet with 24/7 access within the last year. Throughout the school, there is a full range of
technologies, projectors, display screens, interactive whiteboards and laptops.
In today’s multi-disciplinary lesson, alongside Xavier Garnier the Advanced School lead teacher, there
is a second teacher who will support language development, whilst Xavier will deliver the
mathematical content. The 17 year old students are working in teams of four to write a presentation
which demonstrates the mathematics associated with certain types of gambling. i.e. card games or
horse racing. What is the probability that someone will win? The students have several weeks to
prepare their presentation and they are currently on the second lesson in this series. The lesson begins
with the teacher recapping the objectives and asking the students to assess their own learning using
Socrative.
The teacher has prepared several questions to enable the students to reflect on their learning so far
and to set themselves targets for today’s lesson. Each group of students approaches the task
differently, and it would seem this is dependent on the individuals in the group. One of the groups
distributes the tasks and agrees the amount of time to work. A second group approaches the task
collectively and has more on-going dialogue about their research and understanding. The teachers visit
each of the groups and provide mathematical input on probability and language input. After fifty
minutes, the teacher draws the lesson to a close by asking them to visit a second set of questions on
Socrative. This will enable them to review their progress within the lesson time and the teacher will
then analyse this briefly with the students at the end of the lesson and in more detail to prepare for
the next lesson.
This use of technology to inform student learning is critical to the success of Xavier’s teaching. He is
able to respond to this input and determine his next steps whilst keeping a record of the student’s
reflective progress. However, at this stage of the term, the students have not fully recognised the
benefits that these reflections will bring, but as this process is constantly revisited, it will increase their
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experience and it will also allow the teacher to refine his questions to continually move the learning
forward.








How do you use technology to encourage student reflection?
What kinds of feedback do the students give you during and after the lesson?
What tools do you use to enable collaborative learning?
Have you analysed the types of learning process that the students adopt during your lessons?
How do you organise the students for learning?
When can students decide how they learn?
To what extent can you change the ways the student learns within your lessons?

The second lesson I observe is Geography led by Christophe Hilairet. In this lesson, the teacher’s tool
is the interactive whiteboard, whilst each student has his or her own device. Whilst he explains the key
factors affecting the changing population and demographics of a city; technology allows the students
to take a closer look at the statistics and analyse the information in more depth. The lesson has a
continuous pace, and whilst it is clearly controlled by the teacher, there are ample opportunities for
individual research, collaborative discussion and student challenge. This is demonstrated when one
student questions the teacher’s information by finding additional information to support his
argument. However, the teacher is able to address this by encouraging the student to look at
alternative sources. These students are in their first term at this school, and Christophe has addressed
the balance of giving the students freedom with the technology, but with guidance and expectation
for their learning.
Joel Coutable has been at the school since its inception, but spending an hour here leads me to admire
how technology has enabled this teacher to remain at the forefront of his profession. It is like watching
a fine artist at work. Today’s Science lesson is about the human brain. Joel has developed a series of
interactive resources by working with an expert at the local hospital. Attached to each set of materials
is the key information that the students must learn. As the students interact with today’s content,
there are digital exercises and vocabulary to highlight. A video plays to demonstrate how the brain
functionality is determined by how the different sections communicate with the body. The students
are keen to know more. Each student can access the materials on a group laptop, whilst continuing to
work on his or her own tablet.
Students are invited to ask further questions and each student makes their own decisions about how
to make notes. Some students make notes on their exercise books, but most take digital notes. The
next resource is a slide showing different parts of the learning. Joel has not made this available to the
students yet, but several photograph the materials using their tablets and add them to Dropbox. There
is an open agreement to select the best later.





What decisions does the student make in your lessons?
Have you worked with a subject expert to create lesson materials?
How can you use technology to enable the students to be more active learners?
To what extent do you work with other colleagues to plan your teaching?

In this school, technology is integral to the school development plan. However, there is also an
understanding that teachers can maintain their professional individuality and integrate the use of
technology in accordance with their own teaching. This school showcases how technology has been
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subsumed into everyday learning and teaching. Staff have embraced that change is continual and each
teacher takes responsibility for their role in the development of the innovation. At a departmental
level, staff regularly plan together to ensure that they review content and adapt materials to the needs
of the students. There is also a collective agreed understanding that the students of the school are
continually working towards being independent learners. The school offers additional support classes
where students can design their own programme for learning. Mentor staff work with students to
assess their needs. Each student has a webfolio that identifies an area for each subject and, against
the student profile there are comments and targets. This is accessible by all of the staff who work with
the student. Technology enables a shared communication and demonstrates how to support
personalised learning.
 How does your school enable other staff to know about a student’s progress in your lessons?
 What are the benefits of each student having a digital portfolio?
The most noticeable aspect of this school is that whilst it openly works as a “pilot” school for
innovation, the staff demonstrate exemplary practice that could be replicated in other learning
environments. Whilst funding has dictated the speed and scale, the vision for innovation is open and
accessible to all. It has timescales and STEPS for implementation. There is a progressive learning culture
that stems from the leadership and permeates throughout the school ecosystem. Teachers and
students know their responsibilities. The plan is always to mainstream from the ideas being developed;
there is a willingness to collaborate for the benefit of the school community.
So, my next destination is TromsØ, Norway. The temperature is several degrees colder, the snow
maybe falling, but perhaps the challenges remain the same:





What is the next innovation in your school?
How will you mainstream the change?
As an individual teacher, where does your work feature in the school ecosystem?
Can technology help the whole school to demonstrate individual student progress?

Norway Advanced School Blog
Increasing Creativity Across All Subjects using Technology
Date of Link Observation Visit 15th October
I realised that for this observation visit I am probably about as close to the North Pole that I will ever
get. The first school that I visit in Norway, is Tromstun, a lower secondary school of 420 students. It is
a brand new building that opened only two years ago in November. Outside, the snow is falling and
the temperature is just below zero. My morning begins with putting on the blue shoe covers, whilst
most of the students have their indoor clothes in the entrance lockers.
The school is triangular shaped with three sides leading off a large sports hall at the top emphasising
the school’s focus on the sports curriculum. The classrooms are all accessed via an electronic key
fob. There are also areas dedicated to different subjects including music which has several soundproof
practise areas and students working on their latest compositions for guitar and drums. In the centre of
the school is a large open plan hall; this is a social learning space, but also converts into the
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performance area or space to bring all the students. It is the full height of the school and from the
balcony upstairs at various times of the day are different groups of students working, socialising and
taking their lunch break.
The first lesson observation is with RLE (Religious Education, Life and Ethics) with the 9th Grade
students. The learning environment is split into three areas. There are two open classrooms that lead
onto sofa areas and in the middle there is a classroom with a closed door. The first lesson is on the
right-hand side and in the open space is a trolley stacked with laptops charging. (On the front door of
the trolley, the list of names of the students indicates the order they should be stacked.) In this school,
every student has access to their own laptop during the daytime at school. It is their device, but it stays
in school. Since September 2013, every 8th grade student in TromsØ is given a laptop and this is paid
for by regional funding in the municipality. When the students leave school, it will become their own
property.
Anniken the teacher stands at the front with her laptop on a lectern next to the SMARTboard. She
begins by recapping the story of Buddhism by reading from a textbook. The students listen and respond
to her questions. When instructed, the students go and get their laptops from the trolley. They are
charged and ready to work. (both laptops and students).
Today, the students will use Creaza to retell the story of Buddhism in the form of a comic. The teacher
gives a short introduction to remind the students of some of the features of the software. One student
volunteers to use the IWB and creates a background, dragging in characters and adding the spoken
words. The students work for about 35 minutes. As they work, some are connected to their own
smartphones listening to personal music on their headphones. Two students move themselves to the
sofa area because the laptops need charging and continue to work on their story. The teacher is able
to move around and support.
 Do you allow the students to use their own devices in lessons?
 Can the students listen to their own music in lessons?
During the day, I observe two more lessons. In English, the students are preparing a presentation which
they will deliver to the class. The students can decide which software to use. Kay Larssen, a LSL lead
teacher begins the lesson by presenting the criteria that will be used to assess the students’
presentation. It is a detailed document outlining the content, and the grammatical
requirements. However, each of the students is allowed to approach the task in their own way.
One student has already written her script and will now write the slides, a second student is doing the
script and the slides together, whilst a third is writing the slides and will do the script after. The
challenge for the teacher is the range of abilities, but as the students are working independently, the
teacher is able to monitor their individual progress.
 When the students are working on ICT projects, how do you help them to organise their lesson
time?
My third lesson observation is Norwegian. This is a big class of 28 students and they automatically
spread out into the open space beyond where the walls of the classroom might have been. In today’s
lesson, each student works on this or her own laptop, but they are collaborating to produce a debate
on their chosen topic. The students are free to search the internet and find information. (Speed limits
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on mopeds, professional boxing and abortion demonstrate the range of just a few of the topics being
debated in pairs.)
The teacher moves around the class and engages in the discussions, however today he is also
concerned to see how the students are progressing with their work. Using Microsoft Office 365 to
check on the students’ progress from a distance, this allows him to comment immediately, display
examples to students, and generally track progress. The students have been working for about eight
minutes and the teacher can identify the current challenges and help to maintain their focus.
As a new school, the technology is readily available; the students have strong routines for access and
freedom to make some of their own decisions about how they learn.
 Do you give students the criteria for marking project based learning?
 How often do you change the layout of the classroom for using technology?
In this school, the focus for the ICT co-ordinator to link the ICT regional plan to the individual
subjects. Anniken also spends time team teaching with other colleagues to ensure that they feel
confident to use the software with the students. She is released from the timetable for a few hours
each week to be able to do this.
So, as I leave the first school in TromsØ, I am keen to know:
 How closely is your ICT development plan linked to the school development plan?
 If you are looking to develop practice across the school, when do you demonstrate to others
what you are doing in your classroom?
 Have you tried team teaching with a colleague to improve teacher knowledge of hardware or
software?
 How can we improve technical support in school to ensure that the ICT co-ordinator spends
time dealing with the pedagogy and not resolving the technology?
 If you are an Advanced School, have you got video examples of lessons to demonstrate your
practice linked to your whole school planning?
In the LSL project we already have some videos of the LSL Advanced Schools, you can see the showcase
of the work that they are doing. However, in this second year, we are trying to collate examples of
practice which demonstrate what all the teachers in the project are working on to develop the use of
ICT across the whole school. These will be made available as part of the Community of Practice.

Collaborating through E-Twinning; Animated Fairy-Tales and the Lego Challenge.
Date of Link Observation Visit: 16th October 2013
My second visit in Norway is to Skjelnan School, a primary school for approximately 250 students aged
6-13 years. The school day is 8.30am – 12:30pm for the students in lower years and then until 2pm for
the students in upper years. Beyond this, the students stay for after school activities. (Including playing
outside in the snow!)
The school is a horseshoe of three linked buildings, but on the inside there is a myriad of little junctions
off the main corridor leading to classrooms. There is one computer lab. In each main classroom there
is a SMART interactive whiteboard and four new PCs. The flat screens are attached to the side wall and
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there is enough space for two students to work at each PC. The keyboards slot into a holder on the
wall to leave the workspace free for other tasks too. In the lower grades, there is tiered seating near
to the interactive whiteboard so that the students can see and interact more easily.
In the first classroom, the 4th grade students (8-9 years) are working in rotation (4 x 12 minutes), a
short introduction and a visual display on the SMART interactive whiteboard tells the students where
they need to be and the resources that they will be using. At the end of each 12 minutes, the teacher
brings the students back together and they line up in small groups before moving to the next activity.
Some students work on the PCs, some work on iPads on a literacy activity, some on mathematics whilst
others are working in an exercise book. The students with iPads all work with headphones. The teacher
can focus her time at the PCs with the students who are working on a piece of creative writing. This
rotation just takes place one hour a week, or more often if the teacher decides it suits the learning
outcomes. The students are focussed on task and it gives the teacher the opportunity to focus on
smaller groups of students at any one time.
 How do you manage a class full of students with different technologies?
 What opportunities do you give your students to rotate through timed learning activities?
 What are the best apps for student to work on for a short time independently?
Half way through, I go next door to the second classroom of students from the same age group. The
students are gathered around their teacher on the floor in a circle. Working with an ipad, she is
recording the students for an etwinning project. The students have been making animated fairy-tales
on the ipad using an app called Puppet Pals. The teacher is asking the students to share what they have
enjoyed the most. These short recordings will be linked to the student work to share with the other
schools in Finland and Sweden. Then it is time for the premiere viewing of the fairy tales and I am
invited to watch. The students are really excited to see each other’s work for the first time on big
screen. (The fairy tales are impressive and it demonstrates how the teacher has enabled the students
to use the technology to improve their literacy. The students love it when they see and hear the digital
pages come to life.)
Just a few of my favourite lines include…The Princess that No One Could Silence…
…Unfortunately little Tom Thumb drowned in his porridge…
Snipp Snapp Snute (Then this adventure is finished…And they all lived happily ever after!)
The lesson ends with a big round of applause for the students. Meanwhile, the teacher signals the
change of activity by playing some music on the PC and engaging all the students in physical activity
(RØris).
 When you have been working with technology, how do your students know it is the end of the
lesson?
 What are the benefits of a plenary activity?
 If you are trying to develop practice across the school, have you tried to develop common
starters and plenary activities before using technology?
During the day, I also have the opportunity to see how the school is working with students who have
Special Educational Needs; one student has a small device which measures his concentration span in
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short 5 minute bursts. In this 35 minute session, if the student can do the 3 apps selected by the
teacher, he then has the opportunity to choose the final app he wants to work with for himself.
 What technologies do you have available to support students who have individual learning
needs?
 How do you record the activities that the student has been doing?
My final lesson observation takes me to an area of the school that is being developed into a Science
teaching area or perhaps even a Creativity Zone?
Here, there is a charged energy as the students are working in teams in the Robolego to prepare for
the First Lego League competition on November 9th. With just 3 weeks to go, the students are
responding to a design brief “Nature’s Fury”. Working with Lego Mindstorms they can program the
robots with extreme precision and they demonstrate this confidently. The students have to calculate
how to get the robot to move across the area and measure the degrees in the turn. It requires
knowledge, skill and patience. The students will have a total of 8 weeks to prepare for the competition
working with their teacher who has evident expertise and experience to enable them to meet their
aim of winning. Whilst the students prepare the programming on the class PC, they can test out their
movements using the iPad with the robot.
 How do you use computer programming in your school?
 What opportunities have you provided for students to do projects to a design brief using
technology?
 Have you got an area in school or even in each classroom that is devoted to creativity and
innovation? (Can you share some photos on Twitter #lsl_eu)
The students have had to apply to take part in the competition demonstrating their particular skills
and commitment. The use of technology has encouraged the development of other skills; building
trust, making decisions, accuracy.
 To what extent does using Lego enable the development of those transferable skills?
 What types of evidence do you collate to show individual student progress when they are
working on project based learning? How do you do this?
 What are the most effective ways to give students feedback when they are working on
technology projects?
Across this LSL Advanced School, the focus is on developing the use of the iPads. The headteacher has
noticed that one of the key decisions that enabled teachers to develop their classroom practice was to
ensure that they all had individual access to the equipment for their personal and professional use. This
meant that the teachers could learn in their own time and consider how to integrate the use of the
technology into the curriculum. At present the school has access to one class set of iPads and this
means that the teacher has to book the devices and plan for use.
This school is now demonstrating how the use of these technologies can be mainstreamed to the
Advanced Practitioner Schools with a Regional Hub ‘network learning day’ planned for January.
As I leave TromsØ and make my way towards the schools in Italy, it is important to highlight that at
both a national and regional level there is an intention to ensure that the schools are integrating the
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use of ICT across all the subjects in the curriculum and for these Advanced Schools, this seems to be
working.

Italy Advanced School Blog
Libraries, learning spaces and a mobile curriculum.
Date of Link Observation Visit: 22nd October 2013
Istituto Comprensivo di Cadeo is a federation of two schools that are within two towns near Piacenza
with a 10-15 minute drive between. In each of the two towns of Pontenure and Roveleto there is a
pre-primary, primary and lower secondary school. The primary school students go to school from
8.30am- 4.30pm, but many of the students go home for lunch and go back in the afternoon. The school
day is 8am-1pm Monday to Saturday for the Lower Secondary Students, but on Tuesdays and
Thursdays between 2pm and 4pm the school operates “learning labs” to provide additional learning
activities.
My morning begins with a tour of the school and in Pontenure there is one main building, but at the
back, this is being extended, with several new classrooms being developed. The new classroom areas
are all currently open with no doors, no furniture and no students, this area is not due to open for a
number of weeks, but there are still some key decisions to be made about what learning should look
like. There is evidently several key staff working across both schools, who have built their knowledge
over many years to consider how the physical learning space is critical to the learning and teaching.






If you had the opportunity to design a new classroom what would it look like?
What technologies would you include in a new school? What would you omit?
Are there particular types of furniture that you would include in a new classroom?
How can you involve the students in changing the design of learning spaces?
What is the role of the teacher in a newly designed space?

This morning, I am invited to observe Mathematics with Daniela Porro, a leading teacher in the Creative
Classrooms Lab project. Daniela has divided the class into groups of four with each of the students
taking a different role in the group.
1.
Photographer
2.
Secretary
3.
Controller – Checking the time and making sure everyone is on task
4.
‘Relatore’ who will “Retell” the activity to everyone else
Two additional students have also documented the work of all the groups. Each group has a ‘toolkit’
of resources for the lesson and a worksheet. The students have to create quadrilaterals using paper
and paper fasteners. The students then have to work out the properties and features of the
quadrilaterals. Each student has access to his or her own tablet. The teacher suggests several apps that
the students might use to work during the lesson including Pic collage, Educreations, Haiku Deck and
PDF master.
The lesson is 60 minutes, and the students will have approximately 35 minutes to complete the
cooperative task. In the plenary activity, each group will present their work. Whilst the teacher has
given the students some advice about the apps to choose, the content of the lesson remains focussed
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on the Mathematics. The students support one another with the apps. One student records the
student clipping together the paper using the paper fasteners and giving a commentary on the
mathematics. It is important that the students have the concrete materials to handle. Another student
recreates the shapes using Educreations whilst the final student takes photographs and records the
key points using Pic collage. The teacher is able to go around each group and ask questions to further
the mathematical knowledge. The students remain active and engaged throughout the lesson with
each group producing very different styles of presentation. The teacher can also ask the two additional
students who are responsible for capturing the whole lesson to include certain points of the lesson. The
teacher has divided the students into mixed ability groups and today she has selected particular
students to complete the role of Secretary and Reteller as she will assess their progress. The final job
for each group is to capture a photograph of the whole group to show who has worked on the task.
 What opportunities do you provide for your students to have an individual role in the group
task?
 How can you use particular technologies and applications to support group work?
 How do you assess the individual progress of students using group tasks?
 What are the benefits of cooperative learning?
In September 2013, the school initiated the ‘Libr@ project’ across the federation of schools; this has
equipped every 11-12 year old with their own iPad to take home. Parents are paying for the iPad, with
different options available at different prices to equip the students with their “Learning
Rucksack”. Each family also pays 10 euros per year and some of that money is used towards
ebooks. The parents are supportive because there is a substantial difference between the previous
price of students having only textbooks and the students now having access to the technology too. The
school is Wi-Fi enabled throughout and the school diary is online for all the staff and students. Every
class has a virtual classroom on the register where the teacher can add the work for today.





How can digital books move forward learning and teaching?
What additional funding can schools use to support the purchase of technologies?
How can current funding be used to support the development of learning spaces?
What places have you visited that have inspired the development of the classrooms or learning
spaces in your school? #lsl_eu
 Can the students in your school access the lesson materials on line?
At the heart of both schools is the library equipped with an extensive range of books and DVDs. In
Roveleto, the library is open to the school community for 40 hours per week with a dedicated member
of staff. The library is open after school hours and also on Saturday mornings. The school has looked
at the 10 rights of the reader by Daniel Pennac to inform their thinking about the library. Each group
of students goes to the library for at least one hour per week. Authors have been in to meet with the
students. 13,000 people can borrow up to 4 books each. Parents can use the computers and printer in
the library. The library is also a centre of distribution for assistive technologies for disabled people in
the community, with 2000 objects available for borrowing, including both hardware and software.
 How important is the library in your school?
 To what extent is the library used for different parts of the curriculum?
 What resources do you have available in school that could be shared with your local
community?
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 Is there additional funding available for you to support community activity during and beyond
the school day?
Later in the morning, we travel to Roveleto. In this school, the library has been adapted to include a
social learning space on two levels. Downstairs students can sit at a table, but upstairs there are large
cushions (iPuffs) for the students to work more informally. There is a large digital screen which the
students and teachers can connect to. Teachers have to book this space for lessons. This space
demonstrates that mobile technologies allow the students to work differently; they are free to move
and work how they want to. It becomes even more important for the teacher to consider the learning
outcomes and the differentiation; the teacher can give the students more freedom to make decisions
about what they learn. (There is no paper, pens or notebooks) In today’s lesson, the students are
researching the significance of 4th November in Italy, (Armed Forces Day in Italy), but also comparing
this to different nationalities. This is one of a series of “labs” which the student can opt to attend during
the afternoon. This particular lab is focussed on History and Technology, however during the afternoon
I visit labs for gardening (repairing and painting the outdoor furniture), Music (learning Do-Re-Mi from
The Sound of Music), Guitar, Theatre, Cookery, (making pumpkin cake – very seasonal, and it tastes
delicious!) & Science and Technology (exploring how to demonstrate the amount of air in a bottle using
an egg). Each ‘learning zone’ has small groups of approximately 15-20 students. In each classroom
there is a noticeable air of involvement, because the students have chosen to participate in these
sessions.
 Do you have learning activities in school that the students can choose as an option?
 How can you use technology to make links between subjects?
 What are the benefits of allowing students to ‘record’ sections of the lesson using either video
or photographs?
 How has your timetable been organised to encourage innovation and creativity?
The most recent classroom to open in Roveleto is the ‘Mondrian Sulle Pere’; here the new furniture is
mobile and brightly coloured. The tables are various shapes and can be moved and interconnected to
make different groups. Nothing is static and everything can be easily adapted by the teachers and the
students for the learning activities. This shows that as the school is continually trying to progress the
learning of the students, the use of technology has been interwoven into these spaces, rather than
‘bolted on’.
In this school the developments have been continuous over a number of years. There is a direct
connection between the changes to the learning spaces and the integration of technology. There are
also key staff who work together to ensure cohesion and to encourage others to recognise that
students can now learn differently.
So, as I board the flight from Bologna to Brindisi; (on the heel of Italy) I know that mainstreaming the
use of technology in teaching is not as easy as buying soft cushions, new furniture and mobile devices,
it is incredibly complex and requires constant reflection by a team of innovators in school. However
opening up the dialogue and conversation across the school about effective use of learning spaces
should be seen as fundamental to the role of any successful school leader. (Libraries, learning spaces
and laboratories are high on the agenda, along with the mobile technologies!)
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In the LSL project, we are trying to encourage the teachers to capture videos that highlight the use of
technology in school, and to demonstrate the progress. You can find out more about this school here.

Creating digital content; interactive textbooks; analysing spaced learning and flipped
classrooms.
Date of Link Observation Visit: 23rd October 2013
My second visit is over an hour by aeroplane from Bologna to the ‘heel’ of Italy in Brindisi. (the climate
is completely different and the sun is shining!) ITIS Majorana is an upper secondary ‘technical’ school
for 1198 students from 15-19 years. The school is five storeys high and occupies the corner of a
residential area of high-rise accommodation.
The school has earned a reputation for producing digital books and is currently working with over 200
education institutions internationally to provide content in both digital and paper based format that
has been produced by teachers and students. Book in Progress has been running for a number of years,
and is continuously adapting to embrace learning technologies. It is a growing library of digital
textbooks and activities that have been created by teachers and educators (and some students) for
teaching and learning across a wide range of subjects.
In 2009, the school produced the first digital copy of a ‘home-made’ textbook. In 2010, the school
created digital PDFs with netbooks. In 2011 the school invested in iPads. The school has now produced
approximately 40 textbooks using iBook author and these are available to those who collaborate within
the Book in Progress project. Only the materials that have been produced solely by the school are
made available on iTunesU. All other materials are only made available to collaborative partners in the
project.
The school also uses the widgets in Bookry to enable interactive activities in the digital content. The
school is continuing to grow the number of partners. Currently the school has iPads for all the students
in their first year at the school, as with the previous school in Italy, the parents purchase these. The
digital content has been made available for 45 Euros compared to the usual price of 500-600 euros per
annum. The school has also negotiated a better price for iPads.





What kinds of content has your school produced?
What are the challenges of producing digital content for teaching?
Do you work with another school to produce content?
What is the difference between the cost of paper based content and digital content for
secondary school students?
 How can schools reduce the cost of content?
 How can publishers improve the quality of digital content?
 How can schools provide quality assurance for materials that are produced?
All students register in school using an electronic register; students and teachers have a digital card
that registers their attendance. Teachers can also make their lesson materials available and
communicate with parents through SMS. Students can log into their diary and personalise their own
pages.
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Following the first Advanced Schools workshop in the Future Classroom in Brussels; the school created
its own Future Classroom. At present there is just one Future Classroom, but the school intends to
create another four or five in the next academic year. There are at least fifteen teachers across the
school who have been engaged with the regular research about how to develop learning and
teaching. Whilst staff currently have to book this room, the headteacher intends to make a further
four or five classrooms available for use in the next academic year. The room has different zones for
collaboration, interaction, investigation, presentation and sharing. Students and teachers can work in
various layouts and movement between the ‘zones’ is encouraged.
As part of their involvement in the LSL project, ITIS Majorana have been investigating five different
types of lesson.
 Spaced learning– see articles by Douglas Fields (2005)
 Retrieval lesson – Group work activities, followed by a test and feedback
 In depth lesson – Students are differentiated according to their competencies- complete
research and make presentations.
 Flipped lesson – key information distributed for looking at in advance of the lesson
 Thematic Lesson – Students can work on a cross-cultural theme in groups, some students can
work in different locations both within school and externally
Some teachers have been trialling the five different types of lesson within the Future Classroom in
school, whilst others have applied the same methods in the traditional setting.







Have you created a Future Classroom or learning space in your school?
What are the particular features that need to be explored in developing learning spaces?
How can Future Classrooms be mainstreamed across the school?
Have you visited a Future Classroom? (Share #lsl_eu)
What are the different types of learning that you are investigating with the use of technology?
What is the one change that you would like to see in your classroom/your school?

Whilst I am in favour of establishing new physical spaces, I think it can be very difficult to embed new
types of learning when there is only one dedicated space. It will certainly be useful to adapt some other
spaces in school too. ‘Future’ is also a misleading word, because the reality is that all of these
techniques are being used ‘now’. However, regardless of whether you are an LSL Advanced School or
Advanced Practitioner, it is imperative that you consider how learning and teaching needs to change.
(Rather than Future Classroom, maybe it should be the Learning and Teaching Laboratory?)
Rossella Palmizio has been teaching for ten years and her main subject is Chemistry. The teacher will
deliver the lesson in the Future Classroom using spaced learning. The lesson is 60 minutes long. In the
first ten minutes, the teacher explains some key content for the lesson. The students sit at one edge
of the classroom facing an interactive whiteboard.
The teacher is using her ipad and the app Educreations to demonstrate the properties of certain
chemicals and how they react when they are heated. The students listen to the teacher and then
immediately after this activity they go to their individual workspace and listen to personal music or
participate in their own online activity. (The idea is that they are digesting the content that has been
delivered at the same time.) In the second part of the lesson, the teacher shows the students a video
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and they watch the content being delivered in a different format. This is followed by a second period
of ‘personal time’ for the students to listen to music or watch a video. In the next part of the lesson,
the students complete an online test using eclicker. This also marks the students work and generates
a set of results for the teacher. It shows the total score for each student, it also identifies which
questions were answered correctly or incorrectly by each student. The most critical part is that the
teacher shares the data with the students so all of them can see each other's results and begin to
determine which areas need to be revisited with the support of the teacher. The teacher also identifies
a student who scored 100% and says that she can also take the role of "tutor" in the next lesson.
ITIS Majorana has also surveyed parents, staff and students to find out about the types of learning
taking place in the lesson. This feedback has provided useful evidence about the types of lessons that
the students and teachers prefer. The evidence initially showed that too much lesson time was devoted
to explanation and not enough time to learning activities.
 How much of your lesson time is devoted to explanation?
 What types of activities do the students do in lessons?
 How often do the students copy from a board/listen to music/watch a video/write notes/ talk
to someone else?
 Have you surveyed your parents and students about preferred types of lessons?
I’m really pleased that the school is using the LSL project to consider the different types of learning
that can be used with technologies. However, beyond the experimentation phase, the school will need
to personalise some of the teaching and learning within these types of lessons. For example, spaced
learning may require the students to watch the teacher demonstrate at the beginning of the lesson,
but what knowledge does the teacher have of the current level of understanding?
In the second part of the lesson, the students may be required to watch a video, but would the students
benefit from being able to take notes?
What are the learning outcomes of the lesson? Ultimately, this type of scientific lesson is difficult to
‘set in stone’ and is perhaps better used as a guide for teachers who want to consider some of the
theory. In practice, I am thinking about what materials the students will go back to for revising the
content of this lesson prior to their exam later in the year? (The teacher’s notes using Educreations
alone are not likely to be helpful to the student who never understood the concept, and it will be too
late to revisit the all of the textbook material again.)
 How do you capture what your students already know?
 What are the key learning points within your lesson?
 How often do you have ‘checkpoints’ in your lesson when you address the individual learning
needs of your students?
 What kinds of learner response system do you use in school?
 How can you use technologies for student response in lessons?
 Have you analysed the types of questions that you ask in lesson?
 Do you ever give your students the opportunity to generate the questions?
 What types of notes do the students take in the lesson?
 How do you capture the teacher’s notes in the lesson?
 What kinds of technologies are good for improving note-taking skills?
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 What are the best note taking apps?
This school reiterates one of the key factors to enable some of the changes to take place in school; it
is essential to involve all staff, students and parents. It is not about imposing the vision, but providing
opportunities for discussion, meetings and experimentation. Teachers have to feel confident to share
what is working.
Finally, I have to mention the group of students who present their iBook in this school about the visit
to London. This is exemplary, and yet something that lots of schools could replicate regardless of
particular resources. They have worked together on developing the materials over a three month
period (though not for every language lesson). The students are able to share how they created the
materials and they are very proud of their achievements. Being able to publish their own resources
has given the students a real understanding of the amount of hard work it takes to produce a finished
piece of work.






What opportunities do you give your students to write digital content?
What are the most successful tools to create content?
How have you worked with another school to create content?
Have you encouraged students to write digital content collaboratively?
If you are looking for a partner school to share some writing with, you can always ask on
#lsl_eu

I am now half way through the link observation visits and for me Living Schools Lab is beginning to
demonstrate evidence of the reasons why students want to go to school, rather than why they have
to. I’m not sure how many miles I’ve travelled (this would make a good mathematical challenge), I’m
still looking forward to Cyprus, Belgium, Portugal, Ireland, Austria and Lithuania. (I’ve also developed
expertise in packing a very small suitcase and putting a few essentials into extra deep pockets.)

The work presented in this document is supported by the European Commission’s FP7 programme – project
Living Schools Lab (Grant agreement Nº 317587). The content of this document is the sole responsibility of
the consortium members and it does not represent the opinion of the European Commission and the
Commission is not responsible for any use that might be made of information contained herein.
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